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Dram Shop Reform will be the subject of
a series of public forums held through-
out the state this spring and summer.
The Iowa Alcoholic Beverages
Commission has scheduled four public
meetings to examine and review Iowa’s
dram shop law, Iowa Code § 123.92.  
The Commission, in concert with the
Iowa Hospitality Association, the Iowa
Insurance Industry, bar owners and the pub-
lic, will examine the current state of dram in
Iowa and will explore ways to improve the
existing system. Reform, not repeal, will be
the focus of the review.  In that vein, the
ultimate objective will be to reduce the inci-
dents of dram claims and, thereby, reduce
insurance premiums for bar owners.
Dram has been the subject of several
Commission meetings in recent months as
the Commission sought to amend the dram
administrative rule to increase the minimum
dram coverage. The Iowa Alcoholic
Beverages Commission, on March 6, 2002,
approved the first major change in the dram
shop coverage in over three decades. 
Iowa, like a slight majority of other
states, has a dram statute holding on-
premises licensed establishments that
serve intoxicated patrons responsible for
any resulting injury or harm. The amount
of minimum coverage is determined by
Division rule.
The current rate requires bars to carry
a minimum bodily injury or death cover-
age of $10,000 per individual ($20,000
cumulative) and $5,000 for loss of sup-
port. Starting September 1, 2003,
licensees will be required to expand their
minimum coverage upon license renewal.
The new minimum levels for bodily injury
or death will be $50,000 per individual
($100,000 cumulative) and $25,000 per
individual ($50,000 cumulative) for loss
of support. 
While the new rates may result in
increased premiums for some licensees,
no comments were received throughout
the rulemaking process in opposition to
increasing the minimum coverage. What
the Commission did hear, however, was
ample concern about the validity of some
dram claims, dissatisfaction with dram
protection and frustration with the high
cost of dram.  Some of the concerns
appeared to be warranted, while others
were merely based on misunderstanding
or misinformation.
The Commission will be holding public
hearings throughout the state to educate
licensees, consult with the insurance
industry and search for methods to
reduce the cost of dram, all while contin-
uing to provide the public with the neces-
sary protection. The first public meeting
will be held at the Division’s Ankeny facil-
ity on April 30th. Additional sessions are
set for Cedar Rapids (May 29), Council
Bluffs (July 17) and Davenport (August
12). All forums are set for 1:30 PM at
the locations designated below.
I encourage each of you to take the
time to attend one of the Dram Shop
Reform sessions to share your views
with the Commission. I can tell you that
every voice counts and I can assure you




Dram Shop Reform 
Public Forums
April 30 Ankeny, IA
Commerce Building,
1918 SE Hulsizer Road
May 29 Cedar Rapids, IA
City Council Chambers, 50  
2nd Avenue Bridge
July 17 Council Bluffs, IA
Doll Distributing , 3501  23rd Avenue
August 12 Davenport, IA
City Council Chambers, 
226 W. 4th Street
All forums will begin at 1:30 PM.
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For as long as beer, wine, and spirits have been
made, flavorings have been added. Ingredients were
sometimes added to make a spirit more palatable.
Others were added to improve one’s health. Medieval
alchemists spent as much time trying to create elixirs
of life as they did trying to turn lead into gold. The
real, gold, it turns out, is in the cordials and liqueurs
they developed.
Cordials and liqueurs comprise the second-largest
spirits category in the industry behind vodka. And
that category is growing, thanks to consumer taste
trends. [In 2001] the category was up 1.3 percent to
17.6 million 9-liter cases, according to Adams
Handbook Advance 2002. Because the category is so
diverse, brand performances varied. Lots of activity
and new product introductions however attest to the
category’s health.
B Y  M I C H A E L  S H E R E R ,  
A  S E A T T L E - B A S E D  W R I T E R  A N D
C O N S U L T A N T  S P E C I A L I Z I N G  I N
B E V E R A G E S  A N D  F O O D S E R V I C E
Note: This  excerpt is printed with permis-
sion from the March/April 2002 issue of
StateWays—the Beverage Alcohol
Merchandising Magazine for Control States. 
Cordials and liqueurs 
grow as they capitalize 
on consumer taste trends.
THE KEY TO SUCCESS THESE DAYS IS “MIXABILITY.” CONSUMERS CONTINUE












C O R D I A L S  A N D  L I Q U E U R S  A T
Y O U R  F I N G E R T I P S
For more information about cordials and






and follow the links. Also see “Summertime
Sippers” on page 8.
The key to success these days is “mixa-
bility.” Consumers continue to demand
new flavor experiences, and cordials and
liqueurs are just the ticket. “The category
has always been all about flavor and mys-
tique,” said Ed Gualtieri, executive vice
president of marketing at Barton Brands,
“but we see cordials growing as a flavor
ingredient in martinis, shooters, and
mixed drinks.”
A number of factors are contributing to
the trend. Younger, entry-level consumers
have grown up on a wide variety of fla-
vored products, especially beverages such
as soda, flavored waters, teas, and energy
drinks. They’re experiential and willing to
experiment with flavors. At the same time,
what’s old is new again. Retro is chic, and
classic cocktails are in. “It’s an exciting
time for cordials in general because of the
resurgence in classic cocktails with a
twist,” said Chris Gretchko, group prod-
uct director at Jim Beam Brands. “People
are experimenting with tastes in food and
drinks, and the sections of the store where
people can find new flavors is growing.”
What makes the category successful
however also makes it difficult to get your
arms around it. With so many products
and so much diversity, knowing what to
stock and how to merchandise your selec-
tion can be difficult. . . . “We’re seeing
people trying new drinks to have fun
when they’re out, then going to the store
and looking for things to mix themselves,”
Gretchko said.
Proprietary Brands
What makes cordials and liqueurs so
difficult to categorize is that . . . they
come in almost every flavor imaginable.
Even when one flavor dominates, there
are often so many other ingredients that
it’s difficult to put a cordial or liqueur in
any specific slot.
In general the category can be divided
into proprietary brands, made from a
secret formula often centuries old, and
generic liqueurs. . . . The proprietary
brands have seen mixed results depending
in large part on their flavor. Products with
recognizable flavors that mix well are
growing faster than those that are an
acquired taste or not as well known.
Orange, for example, is a flavor that has
taken off. Grand Marnier and Cointreau,
both orange-based liqueurs, have had
tremendous success in branded upscale
cocktails like Cosmopolitans and margari-
tas. Others are trying to find ways to
hitch onto the bandwagon.
“After-dinner drinks are dying off slow-
ly,” said Duncan Horner, Benedictine/
B&B brand manager at Bacardi USA.
“People are drinking cocktails before din-
ner not after because of DUI laws and
other reasons. The consumers who have
after-dinner drinks are a lot older, so
brands like ours are looking for ways to
appeal to younger drinkers, and mixabili-
ty is a key.”
YOUNGER, ENTRY-LEVEL
CONSUMERS HAVE GROWN
UP ON A WIDE VARIETY OF
FLAVORED PRODUCTS,
ESPECIALLY BEVERAGES
SUCH AS SODA, FLAVORED
WATERS, TEAS, AND ENER-
GY DRINKS. THEY’RE
EXPERIENTIAL AND WILL-




C O R D I A L  A N D  L I Q U E U R
B A S I C S  
“Cordial” comes from the Latin word cor,
which means “heart.” Most cordials were
originally made by alchemists or monks
as a health remedy or elixir to soothe
weary travelers. “Liqueur” comes from the
Latin word liquefacere, which means to
melt or dissolve, which is how most
cordials and liqueurs are made. The words
generally are used interchangeably.
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Benedictine and B&B are promoting
new drink recipes and mixability . . . with
shakers, coasters, retro lamps, and retro
French B&B artwork [as well as] with
case bin displays, case cards, recipe neck-
ers, and . . . gift packs. . . . Drambuie,
another brand at Bacardi USA, is differ-
entiating itself through special events tar-
geted to younger consumers with a sense
of adventure. . . . Irish Mist, imported by
Allied Domecq, has been reinventing itself
with a new pack design . . . and point-of-
sale materials . . . to demonstrate new
uses. Southern Comfort . . . is taking its
mixability story to younger consumers
through sponsorship of a New Orleans
band’s tour, a partnership with Island
Oasis, joint promotion with TGI Friday’s
for the “Southern Hurricane,” and a
cranberry juice co-pack at retail.
Cordial Lines
Because consumers are interested in a
variety of flavors, producers of cordial
lines are finding new opportunities to take
advantage of the trend. DeKuyper has
had tremendous success with its Pucker
line of sweet and sour flavors. . . . The
brand uses a rotating label on its products
with different drink recipes . . .. New case
cards . . . will feature vivid 3-D graphics.
Hiram Walker has repositioned its Sour
Balls line, giving it a more upscale look
for use in cocktails such as flavored
martinis. . . . The Mr. Boston line, pro-
duced by Barton Brands, has been suc-
cessful leveraging its own Mr. Boston bar
guide. . . . Other lines, such as Bols,
Jacquin, and Arrow, also are capitalizing
on flavored cocktails.
Creams 
Baileys Original Irish Cream is still 
the king of creams, surpassing sales of 1
million cases [in 2001], a 6 percent gain
over 2000. The brand has pursued an
extended-use strategy for several years,
promoting cocktails made with Baileys.
While Baileys most often gets the call in
on-premise accounts, others do quite well
at retail. Number-two Corolans has a
heavy emphasis on sampling to show con-
sumers it tastes as good as any cream
liqueur on the market. . . . O’Mara’s Irish
Cream also has been successful with sam-
pling, often using nonalcoholic candies
where beverage-alcohol sampling is not
legal to give the brand greater exposure.
The Irish aren’t the only ones with a
lock on cream liqueurs however. Heather
Cream is a Scotch-based cream liqueur
imported by Barton Brands. Tequila Rose
is a tequila-based, strawberry-flavored
cordial. There is even a rum-based cream,
Cruzan Rum Cream, from the Virgin
Islands . . . [and] from Brown-Forman is
Amarula, a cream liqueur made from the
marula tree in Africa.
Seeds, Nuts, and Beans 
Of all the liqueurs made from seeds,
nuts, and beans, Kahlúa is probably the
[best known]. This coffee liqueur has
been promoting its mixability for years,
helping make it one of the biggest
brands in the world. . . . Other well-
known coffee liqueurs include Kamora,
from Jim Beam Brands, and Tia Maria,
a lighter, Jamaican liqueur imported by
Allied Domecq.
Chocolate is another favorite cordial fla-
vor, made from the bean of the cacao tree.
Besides crème de cocoa, which is used in
a wide variety of cocktails, popular 
chocolate liqueurs include Godiva and
Vandermint.
Nuts and seeds are the base of a num-
ber of liqueurs from Italy. Perhaps the
most famous, often called the liqueur of
love, is amaretto. Made with almonds and
apricots, this popular liqueur now is made
by dozens of producers. . . . Frangelico,
made with hazelnuts, berries, and herbs,
is another Italian liqueur.
Yet another pervasive flavor among
cordials is licorice. Italy’s sambuca is
produced with fruit from white-flowered
elderberry bushes; it typically turns
milky when diluted with water. Opal
Nera is a black sambuca that retains its
color even when mixed. Cordials made
with anise seed also have a licorice fla-
vor. Anisette and pastis from France and
ouzo from Greece are all versions of this
type of liqueur.
Shooters 
Schnapps, flavored neutral-grain spirits
that originated in Germany and Scandin-
avian countries, has become a favorite for
mini-cocktails called shooters. Since
schnapps can come in so many flavors,
it’s ideal for mixing and creating new fla-
vor combinations.
Many brands of schnapps stand on their
own too. Peppermint and cinnamon-fla-
vored brands . . . are intended to be con-
sumed in shots. Fruit-flavored cordials . . .
also are downed as shots, alone or mixed.
Some liqueurs are so distinctive they too
WHAT MAKES CORDIALS AND LIQUEURS SO DIFFICULT














are consumed as shots rather than mixed. Jagermeister, made
with 56 fruits, spices, and herbs, has acquired almost a cult 
following among young consumers. . . . Tuaca is another liqueur
consumed in shots and mixed drinks.
Tutti-Fruity and 
Bitter Medicine 
Fruit flavors are exploding from sour watermelon in a
“Sexytini” to blackberry liqueur in a “Jelly Bean.” . . . Midori, a
melon-flavored liqueur imported from Japan, is capitalizing on
the cocktail craze, outpacing category growth.
Perhaps the last category of cordials [includes] those made pri-
marily from herbs, leaves, and flowers, sometimes referred to as
bitters. Often consumed as an apertif, as opposed to a cocktail or
after-dinner drink, bitters are almost always diluted or mixed.
With flavor all the rage today, cordials and liqueurs can be the
elixir of life your business needs.
WITH FLAVOR ALL THE RAGE TODAY,
CORDIALS AND LIQUEURS CAN BE THE
ELIXIR OF LIFE YOUR BUSINESS NEEDS.
ICEDTEA
PARAMOUNT
  LONG ISLANDIT’S TEA 
TIME
PARAMOUNT DISTILLERS INC.











Long Island Iced Tea 
This drink originated in a
bar on Long Island, but it
does not contain tea. Robert
“Rosebud” Butt, a bartender
at Oak Beach Inn in
Hampton Bays, has been
credited as the inventor of the
original version, but over the
years other bartenders have
created a wide variety of
variations. Try the original
as well as the variation
below—or create your own
version. Serve this tall cool
drink in a chilled highball
(collins) glass. Garnish it






1⁄2 ounce triple sec
1⁄2 ounce tequila
Cola
Pour the vodka, rum, gin, triple
sec, and tequila into a shaker; fill
the shaker with ice and shake
vigorously. Strain into the serving
glass and fill the glass with cola.
Variation 
1⁄2 ounce vodka
1⁄2 ounce light rum
1⁄2 ounce gin
1⁄2 ounce white tequila
1⁄4 ounce white crème de menthe
3 ounces sour mix
Cola
Pour the vodka, rum, gin, tequila,
crème de menthe, and sour mix
into a shaker; fill the shaker with
ice and shake vigorously. Pour into
the serving glass, and fill the glass
with cola.
Grapefruit Cooler
11⁄2-2 ounces blended whiskey
31⁄2-4 ounces unsweetened grape-
fruit juice (freshly squeezed if
available)
11⁄2 ounce red currant syrup




Fill a shaker or heavy-duty
blender half full with ice. Pour in
the whiskey, grapefruit juice, red
currant syrup, and lemon juice;
shake vigorously or blend until
well mixed. If desired, place
fresh cracked ice in a chilled
highball (collins) glass; strain
the mixed drink into the serving
glass and garnish with orange
and lemon slices.
When the temperature rises, think cool, frosty,
frozen—and picture yourself sipping one of these
made-for-the-shade refreshers. These summertime
drinks call for lots of ice and maybe a scoop or
two of ice cream. Be sure to serve them in chilled
or frosted glasses to keep them cold longer (see























1⁄4 ounce white crème de menthe
1⁄4 ounce anisette
1⁄4 ounce crème de violette
1 ounce heavy cream
Fill a shaker or heavy-duty
blender half full with ice. Pour
in all the ingredients and shake
vigorously or blend until well
mixed. Place fresh crushed ice
in a frosted margarita glass;
strain the mixed drink into the
serving glass.
Frosty Grasshopper 
1⁄2 ounce green crème de menthe
1⁄2 ounce white crème de cacao
11⁄2 ounces milk
1 scoop vanilla ice cream
Pour all of the ingredients into a
heavy-duty blender and blend
until smooth. Serve in a chilled
cocktail glass. If you prefer, you
can omit the milk and use 3
scoops of vanilla ice cream.
Frosty Float 
1⁄2-1 ounce crème de cacao or
other liqueur
1-2 tablespoons chocolate or
other flavor ice milk
Pour the liqueur into a frosted




Juice of 1⁄2 lime
1⁄2 teaspoon sugar syrup*
Combine all of the ingredients in
a heavy-duty blender; add at
least 4 ounces of crushed ice
and blend at low speed until
“snowy.” Pour into a frosted
serving glass.
* To make sugar syrup dissolve
about 1 cup of sugar in 1⁄2 cup of
water in a saucepan. Bring to a
boil over medium-high hear,
stirring frequently; reduce heat
and simmer for a few minutes,
stirring frequently, until syrup
thickens. Store in an airtight
container at room temperature.
Margaritas
The basic margarita features
tequila, lime juice, and triple
sec, but fruit liqueurs, fruit,
and other ingredients may be
added to vary the taste.
Margaritas can be either
shaken with ice or mixed in a
blender with cracked iced for
frozen variations. Serve mar-
garitas in traditional mar-
garita glasses or large cock-
tail glasses. Chill the serving
glass, moisten the rim with
lime or lemon juice, and dip it
into either coarse salt or a
mixture of salt and sugar.
Garnish margaritas with a
slice of lime or appropriate
fruit for fruited variations.
Basic Margarita 
11⁄2 ounces white or gold tequila
1⁄2 ounce triple sec
Juice of 1⁄2 large lime
Pour all of the ingredients into a
shaker; fill the shaker with ice
and shake vigorously. Strain the
mixed drink into the chilled,
salted serving glass.
Frozen Margarita 
2 cups cracked ice
11⁄2 ounces white or gold tequila
1⁄2 ounce triple sec
1 ounce lime or lemon juice
Put ice in a heavy-duty blender
and pour in the remaining
ingredients. Blend until slushy but
still firm; pour the drink into the
chilled, salted serving glass.
Frozen Margarita with
Fruit 
2 cups cracked ice
11⁄2 ounces white or gold tequila
1⁄2 ounce triple sec
1 ounce lime or lemon juice
Raspberries, peaches, bananas,
or other fresh fruit cut into
small pieces
1 ounce fruit liqueur that comple-
ments the selected fresh fruit
1⁄2 ounce sour mix
Put ice in a heavy-duty blender
and add the remaining
ingredients. Blend until slushy but
still firm; pour the mixed drink into
the chilled, salted serving glass.
Piña Colada 
In Spanish “piña colada”
means “strained pineapple,”
and this delightful fruity
drink features pineapple—the
juice as well as chunks of the
fruit—combined with rum
and cream of coconut. Serve it
in a chilled highball (collins)
glass, and garnish it with an
orange slice, a maraschino
cherry, and—of course—a
pineapple wedge.
11⁄2 ounces light rum
1 ounce cream of coconut
2 ounces pineapple juice
1⁄4 cup pineapple tidbits or
chunks
Place 3 ounces of crushed ice in
a heavy-duty blender; add the
rum, cream of coconut, and
pineapple juice and fruit. Blend
until smooth; pour the mixed
drink into the chilled serving
glass and add garnish.
Sangria 
Pour this traditional Spanish
thirst-quencher from a chilled
pitcher into chilled serving
glasses.
3⁄4 cup brandy
1⁄2 cup triple sec
4 cups dry red wine
Freshly squeezed juice of 
1 orange
Freshly squeezed juice of 
2 lemons
Sugar to taste
2 oranges, thinly sliced
1 lemon, thinly sliced
3⁄4 cup sweet cherries, seeded
1 cup sliced fresh peaches
Combine the brandy, triple sec,
wine, orange and lemon juices,
and sugar in a large chilled
pitcher; stir well. Add the fruit
and stir gently. Fill the pitcher
with ice and stir gently. Serve in
chilled glasses.
Chilling and Frosting Glasses 
Chill glasses by placing them in the refrigerator for at least an hour.
Before you start mixing the drink, fill the chilled glass with ice water.
When you are ready to serve the drink, dump out the ice water and fill
the glass with the mixed drink.
















Drinking too much alcohol or
drinking alcoholic beverages with-
out eating food and drinking nonal-
coholic beverages may leave you
with a nasty hangover. Here are
some tips to help you have a really
good time without the unwanted
side effects.
• Drink alcoholic beverages in 
moderation. Remember that a hang-
over is a reaction to too much alcohol in
your body.
• Drink plenty of water and non-
alcoholic beverages along with
alcoholic ones to help prevent the
dehydration that is a primary cause of
hangovers.
• Drink alcoholic beverages slowly
to allow your body time to digest the
alcohol.
• Never drink on an empty stomach
and be sure to eat something while you
are drinking; food helps absorb some of
the alcohol and makes it easier for your
body to digest it.
• Avoid mixing different types of
alcohol.
• Limit the amount of champagne or
other “bubbly” alcoholic beverages
you drink; the carbonation speeds up
your body’s absorption of the alcohol in
the beverage.
• Determine ahead of time how
much  alcohol you can drink to
enjoy yourself without getting a hang-
over—and stick to your limit.
• Keep track of how many margaritas,
piña coladas, and other sweet drinks
you have; the sweet flavorings can
mask the taste of the alcohol in these
drinks, making it easy to overindulge.
If you do wake up with a hangover,
try the following tips to help relieve
the headache and nausea.
• Drink lots of water and juices.
Sports drinks will help replace your
body’s essential vitamins, minerals, and
salts.
• Avoid coffee because, like alcohol, it
is a diuretic and will worsen the
dehydration.
• Nonaspirin pain relievers may help
relieve the headache; aspirin may irri-
tate your stomach.
Without Getting a Hangover 
How To Have a Great Time 
F or making great-tast-ing mixed drinks, youneed to have a good-
quality cocktail shaker and
a jigger, pony, or measur-
ing glass.
Cocktail shakers come in
two basic kinds. Boston
shakers usually have two
flat-bottomed cones—an
outer stainless-steel cone
for the bottom and a mix-
ing glass that fits upside-
down for the top; standard
shakers usually have a
large flat-bottomed con-
tainer, a small lid, and a
strainer. Before shaking a
mixed drink, made sure the
parts of the shaker are
properly assembled. If the
parts of the shaker stick
together after you shake a
mixed drink, don’t bang the
shaker against anything—
instead gently tap the
“seam” where the two parts
meet three or four times
until the “seal” is broken.
Whenever you mix a drink,
use a jigger, pony, or meas-
uring glass to measure the
ingredients carefully—just a
little too much or too little
of one ingredient can spoil
the taste. Jiggers usually
hold 11⁄2 ounces, ponies
usually hold 1 ounce, and
standard measuring glass-
es are usually marked for
various amounts unless
they are souvenir glasses
from a particular place or
event. If your jigger, pony,
or measuring glass is not
marked, fill it with water
and pour the water into a
kitchen measuring glass to
find out how much it holds.
ILQ
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T R I E D - A N D - T R U E  T O A S T S  
This summer you will probably say
“Congratulations!” many, many times.
If you are asked to give a toast at a
graduation party, wedding reception, or
other special occasion, be sincere in
what you say–and say it with a smile.
The honoree and your fellow guests will
remember the warmth of your toast
much longer than the words you say.
Here are a few tried-and-true toasts to
get you started.
To our best friends, who know the
worst about us but refuse to believe it.
Here’s to blue skies and green lights.
Here’s to all that makes you smile!
May the road rise to meet you,
May the wind be always at your back
And the sun shine warm upon your
face,
And the rain fall soft upon your fields;
And until we meet again
May God hold you in the hollow of His




Red, green, and purple grapes
Orange wedges
2 fifths Sauternes, chilled
3 cups cognac, chilled
6 fifths champagne, chilled
2 quarts club soda, chilled
Place strawberries, grapes, and
orange wedges on a foil-lined tray,
and freeze.
Combine Sauternes and cognac in
a punch bowl. Pour in champagne
and club soda; add frozen fruit.
Raspberry Punch 
4 (6-ounce) cans raspberry-lemon
juice concentrate, partially
thawed
11⁄2 quart club soda, chilled
2 (1 quart, 8 ounce) bottles rosé
wine, chilled
1 cup cognac
1 lemon, thinly sliced
Fresh raspberries
Combine juice concentrate, club
soda, wine, and cognac in a large
punch bowl. Add ice, and garnish
with lemon slices and fresh rasp-
berries.
Refreshing Wine Punch 
2 cups orange juice
1 (6-ounce) can frozen lemonade,
thawed
1⁄2 cup orange liqueur
1 fifth (750 ml.) dry white wine,
chilled
1 (28-ounce) bottle soda water
Party ice
Orange slices
Combine orange juice, lemonade,
orange liqueur, and wine in a punch
bowl or large pitcher. Just before
serving, add soda water and ice.
Float orange slices on top.
Summertime brings many opportunities to celebrate with family and friends—Mother’s
Day, Father’s Day, graduations, first “real” jobs, engagements, weddings, anniver-
saries, and retirements to name just a few. Next time you’re hosting a party, consider
serving a festive punch instead of or in addition to individual drinks. Letting guests
serve themselves from a punch bowl will make it easy for everyone to quickly fill their
glass for a toast.
For a formal celebration use a cut-glass or silver punch bowl to add an elegant touch. For
more casual parties use anything large enough to hold the punch—a decorative acrylic


















The Foundation of our Business
ALLIED DOMECQ: 
YOUR FIRST CHOICE
FAMILY OF PREMIUM SPIRITS
  
At Allied Domecq, we understand that you, our trading partners, have the choice with whom 
you do business and which brands you carry. That is why we at Allied Domecq strive to be your first choice supplier. 
We are proud of our relationships and the results that our combined efforts have achieved. Together with you, we have 
built a portfolio of premium brands which consistently outperform their categories. We commit to you, our partners, 
to continue to successfully market our brands ensuring enjoyable drinking experiences for our consumers.
For more information on Allied Domecq brands and programs, please contact Hawkeye Wine & Spirits @ (515) 252-1665















For the past 20 years Jimmy Buffet hasbeen living his life like his hit song“Margaritaville”—and he invites every-
one to join in the fun by visiting one of his
Margaritaville Cafes or Stores. He opened his first
Margaritaville Store in Key West, Florida, in 1984
and added the Cafe three years later. In 1992 he
opened the Margaritaville Store and Cafe in New
Orleans followed by another Store in Charleston,
South Carolina, the Store and Cafe at Universal Studios
CityWalk in Orlando, Florida, and four Margaritavilles in
Jamaica.
Jimmy Buffett’s Margaritaville Stores carry everything from specialty glassware
and bar tools to food, furniture, clothing, and automotive accessories. You can
also shop online at margaritaville.com.
While you’re shopping at Margaritaville or perhaps like Jimmy just “searchin’
for your lost shaker of salt,” be sure to sip on one of his “perfect” margaritas.
Jimmy Buffett’s Perfect Margarita
2 fresh lime wedges
2 ounces tequila oro
1/2 ounce tequila blanco (if desired for “bite”)
1 1/4 ounces lime juice
1/2 ounce triple sec
Splash of orange curaçao
Margarita salt
Lime peel
1 fresh lime wedge
Fill a shaker with broken cubed ice. Squeeze 2 fresh lime wedges into the shaker and add the tequila, lime
juice, triple sec, and curaçao; shake vigorously.
Rub the lime peel around the rim of a chilled margarita glass and dip the rim into the salt; partially fill the glass
with fresh ice. Strain the mixed drink into the glass, and squeeze the juice from a fresh lime wedge over the
drink before dropping the wedge into the glass.
For more about Jimmy Buffett and his Margaritaville Cafes and Stores, write to 424A




ENJOY RESPONSIBLY.  WWW.BACARDI.COM
BACARDI AND THE BAT DEVICE ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS AND LIMÓN, RAZZ, VANÍLA, CÓCO AND
THE WAVE, O, DOT, FLOW AND CÓCO DEVICES ARE TRADEMARKS OF BACARDI & COMPANY LIMITED.
























Red highlighted items are new products listed since January 1, 2003.
AMERICAN  WHISKIES
BLENDED WHISKIES
22783 BEAM'S 8 STAR BL WHISKEY 80 .200 L 48 1.85 88.80 8068602270
22784 BEAM'S 8 STAR BL WHISKEY 80 .375 L 24 2.95 70.80 8068602260
22786 BEAM'S 8 STAR BL WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 4.95 59.40 8068602240
22787 BEAM'S 8 STAR BL WHISKEY 80 1.000 L 12 6.25 75.00 8068602220
22788 BEAM'S 8 STAR BL WHISKEY 80 1.750 L 6 10.79 64.74 8068602210
23276 CALVERT EXTRA BL WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 7.30 87.60 8068604140
23277 CALVERT EXTRA BL WHISKEY 80 1.000 L 12 9.95 119.40 8068604120
23278 CALVERT EXTRA BL WHISKEY 80 1.750 L 6 15.50 93.00 8068604112
23823 FIVE STAR BL WHISKEY 4YR 80 .200 L 48 1.75 84.00 8484822050
23824 FIVE STAR BL WHISKEY 4YR 80 .375 L 24 2.94 70.56 8484822090
23826 FIVE STAR BL WHISKEY 4YR 80 .750 L 12 4.99 59.88 8484822030
23827 FIVE STAR BL WHISKEY 4YR 80 1.000 L 12 6.30 75.60 8484822020
23828 FIVE STAR BL WHISKEY 4YR 80 1.750 L 6 10.77 64.62 8484822010
23626 FIVE STAR BLEND WHISKEY PLAYER 80 .750 L 12 4.99 59.88 8484822040
23706 FLEISCHMANN'S PREFERRED BL WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 5.18 62.16 8292820024
23707 FLEISCHMANN'S PREFERRED BL WHISKEY 80 1.000 L 12 6.50 78.00 8292820023
23708 FLEISCHMANN'S PREFERRED BL WHISKEY 80 1.750 L 6 10.99 65.94 8292820021
24156 HAWKEYE BLEND WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 4.83 57.96 8835211012
24157 HAWKEYE BLEND WHISKEY 80 1.000 L 12 6.28 75.36 8835210978
24158 HAWKEYE BLEND WHISKEY 80 1.750 L 6 10.87 65.22 8835210977
24451 KESSLER BLEND WHISKEY 80 .503 L 12 6.85 82.20 8068604292
24453 KESSLER BLEND WHISKEY 80 .200 L 48 2.45 117.60 8068604270
24454 KESSLER BLEND WHISKEY 80 .375 L 24 4.25 102.00 8068604260
24456 KESSLER BLEND WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 7.50 90.00 8068604240
24457 KESSLER BLEND WHISKEY 80 1.000 L 12 9.75 117.00 8068604220
24458 KESSLER BLEND WHISKEY 80 1.750 L 6 14.49 86.94 8068604212
24466 KESSLER BLENDED WHISKEY TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 7.50 90.00 8484804243
24706 MCCORMICK BLEND WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 4.82 57.84 8559210434
24728 MCCORMICK BLEND WHISKEY, PET 80 1.750 L 6 10.75 64.50 8559210431
25601 SEAGRAMS 7 CROWN BL WHISKEY 80 .503 L 12 7.56 90.72 8700070071
25603 SEAGRAMS 7 CROWN BL WHISKEY 80 .200 L 48 2.60 124.80 0000877350
25604 SEAGRAMS 7 CROWN BL WHISKEY 80 .375 L 24 4.79 114.96 0000877650
25606 SEAGRAMS 7 CROWN BL WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 7.99 95.88 0000877330
25607 SEAGRAMS 7 CROWN BL WHISKEY 80 1.000 L 12 10.39 124.68 0000877320
25608 SEAGRAMS 7 CROWN BL WHISKEY 80 1.750 L 6 15.99 95.94 8700070070
25616 SEAGRAMS 7 CROWN PET FLASK 80 .750 L 12 7.99 95.88 8700000338
25874 SUNNY BROOK BLEND WHISKEY 80 .375 L 24 3.11 74.64 8068647960
25876 SUNNY BROOK BLEND WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 5.18 62.16 8068647940
25877 SUNNY BROOK BLEND WHISKEY 80 1.000 L 12 6.30 75.60 8068647920
25878 SUNNY BROOK BLEND WHISKEY 80 1.750 L 6 10.99 65.94 8068647910
STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKIES
16516 ANCIENT AGE KY STR BOURBON 80 .750 L 12 7.49 89.88 8024400213
16517 ANCIENT AGE KY STR BOURBON 80 1.000 L 12 9.99 119.88 8024400212
16518 ANCIENT AGE KY STR BOURBON 80 1.750 L 6 15.35 92.10 8024400211
16536 ANCIENT ANCIENT AGE KY STR BOURBON 90 .750 L 12 11.53 138.36 8024400753
16538 ANCIENT ANCIENT AGE KY STR BOURBON 90 1.750 L 6 19.22 115.32 8024400751
16580 BAKER'S 7YR NEW PRESENTATION BBN 107 .750 L 6 31.19 187.14 8068601540
16657 BARCLAY'S KY STR BOURBON 80 1.000 L 12 7.34 88.08 8066005903
16906 BOOKER'S 6YR KY STR BOURBON 126 .750 L 6 40.39 242.34 8068601140
16986 BOURBON SUPREME BOURBON 80 .750 L 12 6.76 81.12 8835211082
16987 BOURBON SUPREME BOURBON 80 1.000 L 12 7.01 84.12 8835211081
16988 BOURBON SUPREME BOURBON 80 1.750 L 6 14.43 86.58 8835211080
17127 CABIN STILL STR BOURBON 80 1.000 L 12 6.52 78.24 9674923240
Code Name Proof Size Pack Btl. Cost          Cs. Cost              UPC Code
Code Name Proof Size Pack Btl. Cost         Cs. Cost              UPC Code
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17826 EARLY TIMES 36MO KY STR BOURBON 80 .750 L 12 7.33 87.96 8112801062
17956 EVAN WILLIAMS 7YR STR BOURBON 86 .750 L 12 8.44 101.28 9674902134
17958 EVAN WILLIAMS 7YR STR BOURBON 86 1.750 L 6 18.22 109.32 9674902114
18116 EVAN WILLIAMS 7YR STR BOURBON TRAVELER 86 .750 L 12 8.44 101.28 9674902177
18196 EZRA BROOKS 50MO KY SOUR MASH BOURBON 90 .750 L 12 8.65 103.80 8835211092
18406 G&W PRIVATE STOCK 4YR STR BOURBON 80 .750 L 12 5.68 68.16 8484820030
18407 G&W PRIVATE STOCK 4YR STR BOURBON 80 1.000 L 12 7.25 87.00 8484820020
18408 G&W PRIVATE STOCK 4YR STR BOURBON 80 1.750 L 6 12.54 75.24 8484820010
19026 JIM BEAM BLACK KY STR. BBN. 86 .750 L 12 14.73 176.76 8068603440
19061 JIM BEAM KY STR BOURBON 80 .503 L 12 9.70 116.40 8068600190
19063 JIM BEAM KY STR BOURBON 80 .200 L 48 3.35 160.80 8068600170
19064 JIM BEAM KY STR BOURBON 80 .375 L 24 5.46 131.04 8068600160
19066 JIM BEAM KY STR BOURBON 80 .750 L 12 10.52 126.24 8068600140
19067 JIM BEAM KY STR BOURBON 80 1.000 L 12 12.94 155.28 8068600120
19068 JIM BEAM KY STR BOURBON 80 1.750 L 6 20.50 123.00 8068600110
19096 JIM BEAM TRAVELER BOURBON 80 .750 L 12 10.52 126.24 8068600143
16706 JIM BEAM'S CHOICE 5 YR KY STR BBN 80 .750 L 12 10.52 126.24 8068601440
16708 JIM BEAM'S CHOICE 5YR KY STR BBN 80 1.750 L 6 21.44 128.64 8068601410
19226 KNOB CREEK 9YR STR BOURBON 100 .750 L 6 21.83 130.98 8068601640
19478 MAKER'S MARK 90 1.750 L 6 33.33 199.98 8524613941
19476 MAKER'S MARK STR BOURBON 90 .750 L 12 18.33 219.96 8524613943
19477 MAKER'S MARK STR BOURBON 90 1.000 L 12 21.67 260.04 8524613942
20247 OLD CROW 4YR KY STR BOURBON SOUR MASH 80 1.000 L 12 6.99 83.88 8068650720
20248 OLD CROW 4YR KY STR BOURBON SOUR MASH 80 1.750 L 6 12.54 75.24 8068650712
20246 OLD CROW KY STR. BOURBON SOUR MASH 80 .750 L 12 5.68 68.16 8068650740
20286 OLD CROW TRAVELER 4YR KY STR BOURBON (PET) 80 .750 L 12 5.68 68.16 8068650743
20446 OLD GRAND-DAD 4YR KY STR BOURBON 86 .750 L 12 11.45 137.40 8068640740
20946 OLD WHISKEY RIVER BOURBON 86 .750 L 12 23.74 284.88 9674998370
21206 REBEL YELL KSBW 80 .750 L 12 9.37 112.44 8835211794
21594 TEN HIGH STR KY BOURBON 80 .375 L 24 3.45 82.80 8066020307
21596 TEN HIGH STR KY BOURBON 80 .750 L 12 5.68 68.16 8066020305
21597 TEN HIGH STR KY BOURBON 80 1.000 L 12 6.95 83.40 8066020303
21598 TEN HIGH STR KY BOURBON 80 1.750 L 6 12.54 75.24 8066020301
21595 TEN HIGH TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 5.68 68.16 8292847385
21966 WALKER'S DELUXE STR BOURBON 80 .750 L 12 7.99 95.88 8954013981
21967 WALKER'S DELUXE STR BOURBON 80 1.000 L 12 10.79 129.48 8954013980
21968 WALKER'S DELUXE STR BOURBON 80 1.750 L 6 15.99 95.94 8954013979
22155 WILD TURKEY 8YR KY STR BBN. ROUND 101 .375 L 12 7.39 88.68 8043255515
22151 WILD TURKEY 8YR KY STR BOURBON 101 .604 L 10 12.75 127.50 8043255510
22156 WILD TURKEY 8YR KY STR BOURBON 101 .750 L 12 15.21 182.52 8043255517
22157 WILD TURKEY 8YR KY STR BOURBON 101 1.000 L 12 19.05 228.60 8043255511
22116 WILD TURKEY STR BOURBON 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 13.21 158.52 8043255617
22205 WILD TURKEY STR RARE BREED 101 .750 L 6 25.95 155.70 8043255217
22216 WOODFORD RESERVE BOURBON 90 .750 L 6 22.24 133.44 8112800150
SINGLE BARREL BOURBON WHISKIES
17766 EAGLE RARE SINGLE BARREL BOURBON 10 YEAR 90 .750 L 6 19.23 115.38 8800402134
18120 EVAN WILLIAMS SINGLE BARREL VINTAGE 86 .750 L 6 19.05 114.30 9674975001
22176 WILD TURKEY RUSSELL'S RESERVE 101 .750 L 12 20.81 249.72 8043256517
TENNESSEE WHISKIES
26586 GENTLEMAN JACK WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 20.24 242.88 8218408296
26656 GEORGE DICKEL #12 90 .750 L 12 12.13 145.56 8807600623
26606 GEORGE DICKEL OLD NO. 8 TN WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 9.83 117.96 8807600643
26821 JACK DANIELS OLD #7 BLACK LBL WHISKEY 86 .503 L 12 11.18 134.16 8218409054
26823 JACK DANIELS OLD #7 BLACK LBL WHISKEY 86 .200 L 48 4.49 215.52 8218409052
26826 JACK DANIELS OLD #7 BLACK LBL WHISKEY 86 .750 L 12 14.99 179.88 8218409046
26827 JACK DANIELS OLD #7 BLACK LBL WHISKEY 86 1.000 L 12 19.12 229.44 8218409044
26828 JACK DANIELS OLD #7 BLACK LBL WHISKEY 86 1.750 L 6 32.99 197.94 8218409042
26820 JACK DANIELS OLD #7 BLACK LBL WHISKEY-FLAT 86 .375 L 24 7.49 179.76 8218409050
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26906 JACK DANIELS SINGLE BARREL WHY. 94 .750 L 6 31.17 187.02 8218408700
BOTTLED IN BOND BOURBON
16186 J.W. DANT 100PRF BOND BOURBON 54MO 100 .750 L 12 10.40 124.80 9674922830
16188 J.W. DANT 100PRF BOND BOURBON 54MO 100 1.750 L 6 22.80 136.80 9674922850
16416 OLD GRAND-DAD 100PRF BOND BOURBON 4YR 100 .750 L 12 13.99 167.88 8068640840
STRAIGHT RYE WHISKIES
27056 JIM BEAM RYE WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 10.39 124.68 8068601040
27086 RITTENHOUSE RYE WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 7.20 86.40 9674971075
IMPORTED WHISKIES
CANADIAN WHISKIES
11771 BLACK VELVET CANADIAN WHISKY 80 .604 L 10 7.32 73.20 0000825890
11773 BLACK VELVET CANADIAN WHISKY 80 .200 L 48 2.31 110.88 8100011842
11774 BLACK VELVET CANADIAN WHISKY 80 .375 L 24 4.32 103.68 8810011863
11776 BLACK VELVET CANADIAN WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 7.48 89.76 8810013455
11777 BLACK VELVET CANADIAN WHISKY 80 1.000 L 12 9.55 114.60 8810011812
11786 BLACK VELVET CANADIAN WHISKY TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 7.48 89.76 8810013475
11788 BLACK VELVET CANADIAN WHISKY, PET 80 1.750 L 6 15.55 93.30 8810013451
11586 BLACK VELVET PREMIUM SIPPING WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 9.74 116.88 8810013465
10632 CANADIAN CLUB RESERVE 10 YEAR 80 .750 L 12 12.79 153.48 8954041586
10621 CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY 80 .604 L 10 10.70 107.00 8954016846
10623 CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY 80 .200 L 48 3.02 144.96 8954016845
10624 CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY 80 .375 L 24 5.95 142.80 8954016844
10626 CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 10.37 124.44 8954016843
10627 CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY 80 1.000 L 12 13.59 163.08 8954016842
10628 CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY 80 1.750 L 6 21.58 129.48 8954016841
10625 CANADIAN CLUB WHISKY PET 80 .750 L 12 10.37 124.44 8954043167
12404 CANADIAN LTD WHISKY 80 .375 L 24 3.47 83.28 8292822336
12406 CANADIAN LTD WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 6.35 76.20 8292822334
12407 CANADIAN LTD WHISKY 80 1.000 L 12 7.96 95.52 8292839974
12408 CANADIAN LTD WHISKY 80 1.750 L 6 13.32 79.92 8292822331
11936 CANADIAN LTD WHISKY CONVENIENCE PACK 80 .750 L 12 6.35 76.20 8292822340
12478 CANADIAN MIST CANADIAN WHY PET 80 1.750 L 6 14.93 89.58 8112802300
12476 CANADIAN MIST WHISKEY PET 80 .750 L 12 7.18 86.16 8112802535
12463 CANADIAN MIST WHISKY 80 .200 L 48 2.32 111.36 8112802103
12466 CANADIAN MIST WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 7.18 86.16 8112802089
12467 CANADIAN MIST WHISKY 80 1.000 L 12 9.30 111.60 8112802048
72898 CANADIAN REGENCY LIGHT 60 1.750 L 6 10.29 61.74 8681613492
13036 CANADIAN RESERVE WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 5.59 67.08 8193201211
13037 CANADIAN RESERVE WHISKY 80 1.000 L 12 7.09 85.08 8193201214
13038 CANADIAN RESERVE WHISKY 80 1.750 L 6 12.30 73.80 8193201213
12626 CANADIAN VSP 80 .750 L 12 5.52 66.24 8970800114
12628 CANADIAN VSP 80 1.750 L 6 11.80 70.80 8970800113
12666 CANADIAN WOODS CANADIAN WHY 80 .750 L 12 5.49 65.88 8559220024
12668 CANADIAN WOODS CANADIAN WHY 80 1.750 L 6 11.59 69.54 8559220021
11290 CROWN ROYAL CANADIAN WHISKY 80 .302 L 20 8.99 179.80 8700070104
11294 CROWN ROYAL CANADIAN WHISKY 80 .375 L 24 9.27 222.48 0000877600
11296 CROWN ROYAL CANADIAN WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 17.59 211.08 0000877250
11297 CROWN ROYAL CANADIAN WHISKY 80 1.000 L 12 23.19 278.28 0000877240
11298 CROWN ROYAL CANADIAN WHISKY 80 1.750 L 6 39.99 239.94 8700070060
11366 CROWN ROYAL SPECIAL RESERVE 80 .750 L 12 31.99 383.88 8700020133
13636 LORD CALVERT CANADIAN WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 6.89 82.68 8068617040
13638 LORD CALVERT CANADIAN WHISKY 80 1.750 L 6 14.39 86.34 8068617012
13758 MCADAMS CANADIAN WHISKY 80 1.750 L 6 12.89 77.34 8427991475
13927 MCMASTER'S CANADIAN WHISKEY 80 1.000 L 12 8.32 99.84 0000821050
13928 MCMASTER'S CANADIAN WHISKEY 80 1.750 L 6 13.31 79.86 8100402719
13388 NORTHERN LIGHT CANADIAN WHISKY 80 1.750 L 6 10.98 65.88 8066039101
14156 PARAMOUNT CANADIAN WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 5.61 67.32 8681613514
14158 PARAMOUNT CANADIAN WHISKY 80 1.750 L 6 12.54 75.24 8681613512
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66332 REVELSTOKE SPICED CANADIAN 80 1.000 L 12 10.39 124.68 8711603572
12888 RICH & RARE CANADIAN WHISKY PET 80 1.750 L 6 13.19 79.14 8954019406
11346 SEAGRAM'S V.O. BL CANADIAN WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 10.39 124.68 0000877370
11347 SEAGRAM'S V.O. BL CANADIAN WHISKY 80 1.000 L 12 13.75 165.00 0000877360
11348 SEAGRAM'S V.O. BL CANADIAN WHISKY PET 80 1.750 L 6 21.59 129.54 8700070075
15244 WINDSOR CANADIAN SUPREME WHISKY 80 .375 L 24 3.99 95.76 8068650060
15246 WINDSOR CANADIAN SUPREME WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 7.19 86.28 8068650040
15247 WINDSOR CANADIAN SUPREME WHISKY 80 1.000 L 12 9.30 111.60 8068650020
15248 WINDSOR CANADIAN SUPREME WHISKY PET 80 1.750 L 6 14.93 89.58 8068650012
15296 WINDSOR TRAVELER CANADIAN WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 7.19 86.28 8068650043
11416 WISER'S DE LUXE CANADIAN WHY. 80 .750 L 12 16.99 203.88 4841500030
SCOTCH WHISKIES
6587 BANKERS CLUB SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 7.99 95.88 8484831120
4626 BUCHANAN'S 12YR DELUXE SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 25.08 300.96 8800403284
4716 CHIVAS REGAL SCOTCH 12YR 80 .750 L 12 24.75 297.00 8700000409
4717 CHIVAS REGAL SCOTCH 12YR 80 1.000 L 12 31.58 378.96 8700000408
4718 CHIVAS REGAL SCOTCH 12YR 80 1.750 L 6 53.03 318.18 8043240046
4725 CHIVAS REGAL SCOTCH 12YR 80 .375 L 12 13.00 156.00 8043240038
6996 CLAN MACGREGOR SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 8.24 98.88 8366412077
6997 CLAN MACGREGOR SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 9.11 109.32 8366412042
6998 CLAN MACGREGOR SCOTCH 80 1.750 L 6 15.99 95.94 8366412026
4796 CUTTY SARK SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 17.43 209.16 8954034351
4797 CUTTY SARK SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 22.23 266.76 8954034350
4798 CUTTY SARK SCOTCH 80 1.750 L 6 35.05 210.30 8954034349
4876 DEWAR'S SPECIAL RESERVE 12 YEAR 86 .750 L 12 25.99 311.88 8048023102
4866 DEWAR'S WHITE LABEL SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 19.19 230.28 8811008105
4867 DEWAR'S WHITE LABEL SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 23.99 287.88 8811008106
4868 DEWAR'S WHITE LABEL SCOTCH 80 1.750 L 6 36.75 220.50 8811008108
4936 FAMOUS GROUSE SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 16.49 197.88 8396013803
5106 GRANT'S BLENDED SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 14.75 177.00 8366410139
5816 HAIG & HAIG PINCH (DIMPLE) 15YR 86 .750 L 12 26.01 312.12 0000881154
8208 HOUSE OF STUART SCOTCH 80 1.750 L 6 13.26 79.56 8066035851
5288 J & B RARE SCOTCH 80 1.750 L 6 36.54 219.24 8676711802
5289 J & B RARE SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 23.50 282.00 8676711804
5290 J & B RARE SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 18.50 222.00 8676711806
5291 J & B RARE SCOTCH 80 .375 L 12 10.50 126.00 8676711809
5293 J & B RARE SCOTCH 80 .604 L 10 18.82 188.20 8676711812
8376 J. W. DANT SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 6.46 77.52 9674904330
5326 JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 26.31 315.72 8811001130
5327 JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 34.29 411.48 8811001140
5345 JOHNNIE WALKER RED LABEL ROUND 80 .375 L 24 10.50 252.00 8811002109
5346 JOHNNIE WALKER RED LABEL SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 18.50 222.00 8811002130
5347 JOHNNIE WALKER RED LABEL SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 23.50 282.00 8811002140
5348 JOHNNIE WALKER RED LABEL SCOTCH 80 1.750 L 6 36.54 219.24 8811002150
8797 KINGSTON SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 8.75 105.00 8193201060
8824 LAUDER'S SCOTCH 80 .375 L 24 4.09 98.16 8066036507
8826 LAUDER'S SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 7.49 89.88 8066036505
8827 LAUDER'S SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 8.95 107.40 8066036503
8828 LAUDER'S SCOTCH 80 1.750 L 6 15.95 95.70 8066036501
8825 LAUDERS SCOTCH TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 7.49 89.88 8292825175
8937 MAC ALISTER SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 8.47 101.64 8681653693
8938 MAC ALISTER SCOTCH 80 1.750 L 6 14.43 86.58 8681653692
9076 MC GREGOR'S SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 6.49 77.88 8284435921
9077 MC GREGOR'S SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 8.49 101.88 8284435922
9078 MC GREGOR'S SCOTCH 80 1.750 L 6 14.49 86.94 8284435920
9278 OLD SMUGGLER SCOTCH PET 80 1.750 L 6 18.25 109.50 8954017867
9426 PASSPORT SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 9.97 119.64 8043240176
9427 PASSPORT SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 12.52 150.24 8043240177
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9908 SANDY SCOT SCOTCH 80 1.750 L 6 15.13 90.78 8284436113
10006 SCORESBY RARE SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 7.99 95.88 8292839864
10008 SCORESBY RARE SCOTCH 80 1.750 L 6 15.99 95.94 8292839861
10009 SCORESBY RARE SCOTCH 80 1.000 L 12 10.39 124.68 8200039863
10276 USHER'S GREEN STRIPE SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 10.77 129.24 8112801606
10278 USHER'S GREEN STRIPE SCOTCH PET 80 1.750 L 6 21.61 129.66 8112801581
SINGLE MALT SCOTCH
4046 ABERLOUR A'BUNADH 10 YEAR 86 .750 L 6 48.04 288.24 8043251617
4056 ABERLOUR GLENLIVET 10 YEAR 86 .750 L 12 26.81 321.72 8043252117
4356 BALVENIE 12YR DOUBLEWOOD SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 12 41.24 494.88 8366411221
4380 BALVENIE 21YR PORTWOOD SCOTCH 86 .750 L 12 64.59 775.08 8366485841
4636 BOWMORE 12 YR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 6 31.88 191.28 5048300005
4640 BOWMORE 17 YEAR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 6 51.25 307.50 8249650286
4665 BRAEMAR & STERLING PURE MALT SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 15.01 180.12 8681654514
4846 DALWHINNIE 15YR SING MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 12 37.21 446.52 8807632930
4948 GLEN GARIOCH 10 YEAR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 80 .750 L 6 16.88 101.28 5048300185
5014 GLENFIDDICH 15 YEAR SOLERA RESERVE 80 .750 L 12 33.70 404.40 8366499040
5012 GLENFIDDICH 18 YEAR ANCIENT RESERVE 86 .750 L 12 45.99 551.88 8366499041
5009 GLENFIDDICH 30 YEAR SCOTCH 86 .750 L 3 104.90 314.70 8366499044
5006 GLENFIDDICH SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 12 27.03 324.36 8366410736
5018 GLENGOYNE 10 YEAR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 6 32.50 195.00 2105907750
5040 GLENLIVET 18 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 6 45.99 275.94 8700000625
5076 GLENMORANGIE 10 YR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 12 34.19 410.28 8330007504
5069 GLENMORANGIE 18YR SING MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 6 69.25 415.50 8330007525
5094 GLENMORANGIE PORT WOOD FINISH SINGLE MALT 86 .750 L 6 44.02 264.12 8330007568
5286 ISLE OF JURA SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 6 22.81 136.86 8764708142
5446 LAPHROAIG 10YR SING MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 12 34.45 413.40 8954033805
5486 MACALLAN 12 YR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 12 41.24 494.88 8723610000
5516 MACALLAN 18YR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 12 92.28 1,107.36 8723610700
5606 MC CLELLAND'S ISLAY SING MALT SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 15.31 183.72 8970800003
5596 MCCLELLAND'S HIGHLAND SING MALT SCOTCH 80 .750 L 12 15.31 183.72 8970800001
6106 SPEYBURN SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 12 17.24 206.88 8066077405
4826 THE DALMORE 12YR SINGLE MALT SCOTCH 86 .750 L 12 24.79 297.48 8068607440
5036 THE GLENLIVET MALT SCOTCH 12YR 86 .750 L 12 26.97 323.64 8043240063
5037 THE GLENLIVET MALT SCOTCH 12YR 86 1.000 L 12 34.97 419.64 8043240070
IRISH WHISKIES
15776 BUSHMILLS IRISH WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 19.21 230.52 8330008321
15777 BUSHMILLS IRISH WHISKEY 80 1.000 L 12 23.61 283.32 8330008315
15626 JAMESON IRISH WHISKEY 80 .750 L 12 19.21 230.52 8043250017
15627 JAMESON IRISH WHISKEY 80 1.000 L 12 23.61 283.32 8043250011
15940 TULLAMORE DEW IRISH WHISKY 80 .750 L 12 18.39 220.68 8954038396
TEQUILA
TEQUILA
89230 1800 ANEJO TEQUILA 80 .750 L 6 35.99 215.94 8396070991
89206 1800 TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 20.79 249.48 8200019401
89139 CABO WABO TEQUILA REPOSADO 80 .750 L 6 39.80 238.80 2081591013
89150 CABRITO REPOSADO TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 27.95 335.40 4978750002
89121 CAZADORES REPOSADO TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 27.99 335.88 9813500002
89165 CHINACO ANEJO ARTISAN HANDBLOWN 80 .750 L 6 42.46 254.76 1248452305
87380 CORAZON DE AGAVE BLANCO TEQUILA 80 .750 L 6 37.68 226.08 7360400861
89235 CORAZON DE AGAVE REPOSADO TEQUILA 80 .750 L 6 40.43 242.58 7360400086
89216 CUERVO TRADICIONAL TEQUILA 80 .750 L 6 21.59 129.54 8396019045
89175 DON JULIO ANEJO TEQUILA 80 .750 L 6 37.05 222.30 6745450006
89272 DOS TIRANOS MEZCAL 80 .750 L 12 14.07 168.84 8835211687
89278 EL JIMADOR REPOSADO TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 20.75 249.00 4460706920
89266 EL TESORO ANEJO TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 36.54 438.48 1248411113
89336 HERRADURA GOLD (REPOSADO) TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 34.60 415.20 4460711132
89345 HUSSONG'S AGAVE TEQUILA DARK JUG 80 .750 L 6 30.00 180.00 8559210674
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87426 JOSE CUERVO CLASICO 80 .750 L 12 43.39 172.68 8200072628
87428 JOSE CUERVO CLASICO 80 1.750 L 6 25.59 177.54 8200087428
89194 JOSE CUERVO ESPECIAL REPOSADO FLASK 80 .375 L 24 7.72 185.28 8200019301
89199 JOSE CUERVO ESPECIAL REPOSADO SQUARE 80 .375 L 12 7.72 92.64 8200072150
89191 JOSE CUERVO ESPECIAL REPOSADO TEQUILA 80 .503 L 12 15.06 180.72 8200072158
89193 JOSE CUERVO ESPECIAL REPOSADO TEQUILA 80 .200 L 48 4.19 201.12 8200072148
89196 JOSE CUERVO ESPECIAL REPOSADO TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 14.39 172.68 8200072151
89197 JOSE CUERVO ESPECIAL REPOSADO TEQUILA 80 1.000 L 12 17.99 215.88 8200072152
89198 JOSE CUERVO ESPECIAL REPOSADO TEQUILA 80 1.750 L 6 29.59 177.54 8200072153
89386 JUAREZ GOLD TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 10.69 128.28 8835210028
89387 JUAREZ GOLD TEQUILA 80 1.000 L 12 10.99 131.88 8835210027
87936 JUAREZ SILVER TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 10.69 128.28 8835210023
87937 JUAREZ SILVER TEQUILA 80 1.000 L 12 10.99 131.88 8835210022
87938 JUAREZ SILVER TEQUILA 80 1.750 L 6 19.80 118.80 8835210021
89447 LA PRIMA GOLD TEQUILA 80 1.000 L 12 10.99 131.88 8681652033
89448 LA PRIMA TEQUILA GOLD 80 1.750 L 6 19.60 117.60 8681663752
87997 LA PRIMA WHITE TEQUILA 80 1.000 L 12 10.99 131.88 8681652013
75307 LAPRIMA VANILLA TEQUILA 60 1.000 L 12 10.99 131.88 8681681993
88036 MARGARITAVILLE TEQUILA BLANCO 80 .750 L 12 13.39 160.68 8700000213
89496 MARGARITAVILLE TEQUILA ORO 80 .750 L 12 13.39 160.68 8835212153
89497 MARGARITAVILLE TEQUILA ORO 80 1.000 L 12 16.99 203.88 8700000026
89566 MONTE ALBAN MEZCAL 80 .750 L 12 19.67 236.04 8066057725
89578 MONTEZUMA GOLD TEQUILA 80 1.750 L 6 19.80 118.80 8066057581
89576 MONTEZUMA TEQUILA GOLD 80 .750 L 12 10.60 127.20 8066057586
89577 MONTEZUMA TEQUILA GOLD 80 1.000 L 12 10.99 131.88 8066057583
88146 MONTEZUMA WHITE TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 10.60 127.20 8066057656
88147 MONTEZUMA WHITE TEQUILA 80 1.000 L 12 10.99 131.88 8066057653
88148 MONTEZUMA WHITE TEQUILA 80 1.750 L 6 19.80 118.80 8066057651
89646 PATRON ANEJO 80 .750 L 12 45.00 540.00 7217330001
89626 PATRON REPOSADO TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 40.50 486.00 2173300015
88296 PATRON TEQUILA SILVER 80 .750 L 12 39.13 469.56 7317330002
89697 PHILLIPS GOLD TEQUILA 80 1.000 L 12 10.81 129.72 8711604805
89637 PONCHO VILLA TEQUILA GOLD 80 1.000 L 12 10.25 123.00 8024420063
88287 PONCHO VILLA TEQUILA SILVER 80 1.000 L 12 10.25 123.00 8559220053
89750 RESERVA DEL DUENO TEQUILA 83 .750 L 6 45.00 270.00 8366499005
88556 SAUZA BLANCO SILVER TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 13.59 163.08 8242265075
89796 SAUZA CONMEMORATIVO TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 20.79 249.48 8242265064
89787 SAUZA EXTRA GOLD TEQUILA 80 1.000 L 12 16.79 201.48 8242265971
89786 SAUZA GOLD TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 13.59 163.08 8242265973
89836 SAUZA HORNITOS LT GOLD TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 23.18 278.16 8242265754
89837 SAUZA HORNITOS TEQUILA 80 1.000 L 12 26.62 319.44 8242213086
89846 SAUZA TRES GENERACIONES TEQUILA LT GOLD 80 .750 L 6 31.79 190.74 8242265744
89916 TORTILLA GOLD TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 10.69 128.28 8193206955
89917 TORTILLA GOLD TEQUILA 80 1.000 L 12 10.99 131.88 8193206969
89918 TORTILLA GOLD TEQUILA 80 1.750 L 6 19.80 118.80 8193206957
88764 TORTILLA WHITE TEQUILA 80 .375 L 24 5.43 130.32 8193206954
88766 TORTILLA WHITE TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 10.69 128.28 8193206964
88767 TORTILLA WHITE TEQUILA 80 1.000 L 12 10.99 131.88 8193206963
88768 TORTILLA WHITE TEQUILA 80 1.750 L 6 19.80 118.80 8193206956
89946 TWO FINGERS GOLD TEQUILA 80 .750 L 12 13.36 160.32 8954013532
VODKA
80 PROOF VODKA
35316 BARTON VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 4.52 54.24 8066047265
35317 BARTON VODKA 80PRF 80 1.000 L 12 5.39 64.68 8066047263
35318 BARTON VODKA 80PRF 80 1.750 L 6 8.99 53.94 8066047261
35315 BARTON VODKA TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 4.52 54.24 8292811415
35416 BURNETT'S VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 5.58 66.96 9674900204
35418 BURNETT'S VODKA 80PRF 80 1.750 L 6 12.01 72.06 9674920031
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35914 FIVE O'CLOCK VODKA 80PRF 80 .375 L 24 2.70 64.80 8484850090
35916 FIVE O'CLOCK VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 4.73 56.76 8484850030
35917 FIVE O'CLOCK VODKA 80PRF 80 1.000 L 12 5.70 68.40 8484850020
35918 FIVE O'CLOCK VODKA 80PRF 80 1.750 L 6 9.80 58.80 8484850010
35926 FIVE O'CLOCK VODKA PLAYER 80 .750 L 12 4.73 56.76 8484850040
35944 FLEISCHMANN'S ROYAL VODKA 80PRF 80 .375 L 24 2.75 66.00 8292821436
35946 FLEISCHMANN'S ROYAL VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 4.74 56.88 8292821434
35947 FLEISCHMANN'S ROYAL VODKA 80PRF 80 1.000 L 12 5.83 69.96 8292821433
35948 FLEISCHMANN'S ROYAL VODKA 80PRF 80 1.750 L 6 10.35 62.10 8292821431
35956 FLEISCHMANN'S ROYAL VODKA CONVENIENCE PACK 80 .750 L 12 4.74 56.88 8292821435
36096 GILBEY'S VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 5.99 71.88 8068612540
36097 GILBEY'S VODKA 80PRF 80 1.000 L 12 6.99 83.88 8068612520
36108 GILBEY'S VODKA 80PRF 80 1.750 L 6 12.39 74.34 8068612510
36116 GILBEY'S VODKA 80PRF-TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 5.99 71.88 8068612543
36186 GORDON'S VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 6.79 81.48 0000886123
36188 GORDON'S VODKA 80PRF - PET 80 1.750 L 6 13.59 81.54 0000886103
36196 GORDON'S VODKA CONVENIENCE PACK 80 .750 L 12 6.79 81.48 8860000019
36301 HAWKEYE VODKA 80PRF 80 .503 L 12 4.52 54.24 8835211814
36304 HAWKEYE VODKA 80PRF 80 .375 L 24 2.56 61.44 8835211357
36306 HAWKEYE VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 4.57 54.84 8835210993
36307 HAWKEYE VODKA 80PRF 80 1.000 L 12 5.40 64.80 8835210974
36308 HAWKEYE VODKA 80PRF 80 1.750 L 6 9.24 55.44 8835210973
36305 HAWKEYE VODKA TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 4.57 54.84 8835211939
36538 KAMCHATKA VODKA 80 1.750 L 6 9.40 56.40 8068616010
36666 KORSKI VODKA 80 .750 L 12 4.69 56.28 8681650614
36667 KORSKI VODKA 80 1.000 L 12 5.77 69.24 8681650613
36668 KORSKI VODKA 80 1.750 L 6 9.19 55.14 8681650612
36886 MCCORMICK VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 4.52 54.24 8559210454
36904 MCCORMICK VODKA 80PRF PET 80 .375 L 24 2.54 60.96 8559210456
36907 MCCORMICK VODKA 80PRF PET 80 1.000 L 12 5.40 64.80 8559210453
36908 MCCORMICK VODKA 80PRF PET 80 1.750 L 6 8.99 53.94 8559210451
37217 PARAMOUNT VODKA 80PRF 80 1.000 L 12 6.39 76.68 8681612133
37218 PARAMOUNT VODKA 80PRF 80 1.750 L 6 11.26 67.56 8681612132
37226 PARAMOUNT VODKA TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 4.96 59.52 8681612144
37346 PHILLIPS VODKA 80 .750 L 12 4.71 56.52 8711618126
37347 PHILLIPS VODKA 80 1.000 L 12 5.68 68.16 8711604832
37348 PHILLIPS VODKA 80 1.750 L 6 9.75 58.50 8711601809
37356 PHILLIPS VODKA EZ PACK 80 .750 L 12 4.71 56.52 8711601126
37413 POPOV VODKA 80PRF 80 .200 L 48 1.84 88.32 0000820440
37414 POPOV VODKA 80PRF 80 .375 L 24 3.44 82.56 0000820500
37416 POPOV VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 5.59 67.08 0000820420
37417 POPOV VODKA 80PRF 80 1.000 L 12 6.39 76.68 8200000041
37418 POPOV VODKA 80PRF 80 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8200010969
37426 POPOV VODKA 80PRF TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 5.59 67.08 8200012594
37586 RAIN VODKA 80 .750 L 12 15.35 184.20 8024400813
37886 SEAGRAMS VODKA 80 .750 L 12 7.98 95.76 8043240243
37887 SEAGRAMS VODKA 80 1.000 L 12 9.58 114.96 8043240242
37888 SEAGRAMS VODKA 80 1.750 L 6 15.96 95.76 8043240241
37936 SKOL VODKA 80 .750 L 12 4.88 58.56 8567610175
37937 SKOL VODKA 80 1.000 L 12 5.83 69.96 8567610110
37938 SKOL VODKA 80 1.750 L 6 10.35 62.10 8567610117
37934 SKOL VODKA 80PRF 80 .375 L 24 2.49 59.76 8567610137
37935 SKOL VODKA TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 4.88 58.56 8567610176
37984 SKYY VODKA 80 .375 L 12 6.00 72.00 2105900375
37986 SKYY VODKA 80 .750 L 12 14.23 170.76 2105900760
37987 SKYY VODKA 80 1.000 L 12 17.49 209.88 2105901000
37988 SKYY VODKA 80 1.750 L 6 24.78 148.68 2105901750
37994 SMIRNOFF VODKA 80PRF 80 .375 L 24 4.70 112.80 8200005612
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37997 SMIRNOFF VODKA 80PRF 80 1.000 L 12 11.19 134.28 0000820050
37998 SMIRNOFF VODKA 80PRF 80 1.750 L 6 18.07 108.42 8200010570
37991 SMIRNOFF VODKA 80PRF MINI 80 .503 L 12 7.35 88.20 0000824720
38006 SMIRNOFF VODKA TRAVELLER 80 .750 L 12 8.79 105.48 0000829500
40936 SPUDKA POTATO VODKA 82 .750 L 12 11.99 143.88 8410410201
38556 WHITE VELVET VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 4.61 55.32 8193202674
38557 WHITE VELVET VODKA 80PRF 80 1.000 L 12 5.65 67.80 8193202673
38558 WHITE VELVET VODKA 80PRF 80 1.750 L 6 9.73 58.38 8193202671
38836 ZODIAC VODKA 80 1.000 L 12 23.99 287.88 5888700002
OTHER PROOF VODKA
40926 SMIRNOFF SILVER VODKA 90PRF 90 .750 L 12 9.27 111.24 0000820160
100 PROOF VODKA
39606 PARAMOUNT VODKA 100PRF 100 .750 L 12 6.51 78.12 8681612174
39666 POPOV VODKA 100PRF 100 .750 L 12 6.88 82.56 0000820460
39866 SMIRNOFF VODKA 100PRF 100 .750 L 12 10.07 120.84 0000820100
39868 SMIRNOFF VODKA 100PRF 100 1.750 L 6 21.27 127.62 8200010574
LOW PROOF VODKA
40118 DEUCES WILD VODKA 70 1.750 L 6 8.48 50.88 8559211721
40716 ORLOFF LIGHT VODKA 53 .750 L 12 4.09 49.08 8970800479
40718 ORLOFF LIGHT VODKA 53 1.750 L 6 8.25 49.50 8970800436
40896 SCHRANCK'S AUTHENTIC VODKA 65PRF 65 .750 L 12 4.29 51.48 8193200678
40898 SCHRANCK'S AUTHENTIC VODKA 65PRF 65 1.750 L 6 8.59 51.54 8193200676
FLAVORED 70 PROOF VODKA
41476 FLEISCHMANN'S LIME VODKA 70 .750 L 12 4.74 56.88 8292830465
41480 FLEISCHMANN'S ORANGE VODKA 70 .750 L 12 4.74 56.88 8292830443
41486 FLEISCHMANN'S RASPBERRY VODKA 70 .750 L 12 4.74 56.88 8292830445
41420 GORDON'S CITRUS VODKA 70 .750 L 12 6.79 81.48 0000886583
41411 GORDON'S ORANGE FLAVORED VODKA 60 .750 L 12 6.79 81.48 0000880766
41466 GORDON'S WILDBERRY FLAVORED VODKA 60 .750 L 12 6.79 81.48 0000886543
41656 PARAMOUNT CHERRY FL VODKA 65 .750 L 12 6.00 72.00 8681611534
41660 PARAMOUNT CITRUS VODKA 80 .750 L 12 6.00 72.00 8681612224
41636 PARAMOUNT LIME FL VODKA 65 .750 L 12 6.00 72.00 8681611554
41707 PHILLIPS LIME FLAVORED VODKA 60 1.000 L 12 7.39 88.68 8711604843
41692 PHILLIPS UV BLUE RASPBERRY VODKA 60 1.750 L 6 13.25 79.50 8711601452
41693 PHILLIPS UV BLUE RASPBERRY VODKA 60 .750 L 12 6.50 78.00 8711601448
41704 PHILLIPS UV CHERRY VODKA 60 .750 L 12 6.50 78.00 8711601444
41701 PHILLIPS UV ORANGE VODKA 86 .750 L 12 6.50 78.00 8711601446
41696 PHILLIPS UV SOUR APPLE VODKA 60 .750 L 12 6.50 78.00 8711601442
41698 PHILLIPS UV VANILLA VODKA 60 .750 L 12 6.50 78.00 8711601450
41727 SKYY BERRY VODKA 70 1.000 L 12 17.49 209.88 2105925100
41729 SKYY BERRY VODKA 70 .750 L 12 14.23 170.76 2105925750
40906 SKYY CITRUS VODKA 70 .750 L 12 14.23 170.76 2105909750
40907 SKYY CITRUS VODKA 70 1.000 L 12 17.49 209.88 2105909100
40908 SKYY CITRUS VODKA 70 1.750 L 6 24.78 148.68 2105909175
41757 SKYY VANILLA VODKA 70 1.000 L 12 17.49 209.88 2105926100
41759 SKYY VANILLA VODKA 70 .750 L 12 14.23 170.76 2105926750
41746 SMIRNOFF CITRUS TWIST FLAVORED VODKA 80 .750 L 12 9.59 115.08 0008292200
41747 SMIRNOFF CITRUS TWIST FLAVORED VODKA 80 1.000 L 12 11.99 143.88 8200000669
41748 SMIRNOFF CITRUS TWIST FLAVORED VODKA 70 1.750 L 6 19.59 117.54 8200072394
41717 SMIRNOFF GREEN APPLE TWIST 70 1.000 L 12 11.99 143.88 8200072583
41719 SMIRNOFF GREEN APPLE TWIST 70 .750 L 12 9.59 115.08 8200072582
41786 SMIRNOFF ORANGE TWIST VODKA 70 .750 L 12 9.59 115.08 8200000386
41787 SMIRNOFF ORANGE TWIST VODKA 70 1.000 L 12 11.99 143.88 8200072387
41788 SMIRNOFF ORANGE TWIST VODKA 70 1.750 L 6 19.59 117.54 8200072389
41796 SMIRNOFF RASPBERRY TWIST VODKA 70 .750 L 12 9.59 115.08 8200000396
41797 SMIRNOFF RASPBERRY TWIST VODKA 70 1.000 L 12 11.99 143.88 8200000397
41798 SMIRNOFF RASPBERRY TWIST VODKA 70 1.750 L 6 19.59 117.54 8200072399
41805 SMIRNOFF VANILLA TWIST VODKA 70 1.750 L 6 19.59 117.54 8200072409
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41807 SMIRNOFF VANILLA TWIST VODKA 70 1.000 L 12 11.99 143.88 8200000397
IMPORTED VODKA
34029 ABSOLUT CITRON (LEMON VODKA) 80 1.000 L 12 20.40 244.80 3522900140
34030 ABSOLUT CITRON (LEMON VODKA) 80 .750 L 12 16.79 201.48 3522900130
34032 ABSOLUT CITRON (LEMON VODKA) 80 1.750 L 6 32.21 193.26 3522900160
34034 ABSOLUT CITRON VODKA 80 .375 L 24 8.86 212.64 3522900120
34096 ABSOLUT KURANT VODKA 80 .750 L 12 16.79 201.48 3522900330
34116 ABSOLUT MANDRIN VODKA 80 .750 L 12 16.79 201.48 3522900230
34117 ABSOLUT MANDRIN VODKA 80 1.000 L 12 20.40 244.80 3522900240
34118 ABSOLUT MANDRIN VODKA 80 1.750 L 6 32.21 193.26 3522900260
34026 ABSOLUT PEPPAR VODKA 80 .750 L 12 16.79 201.48 3522900430
34001 ABSOLUT SWEDISH VODKA 80PRF 80 .604 L 10 16.85 168.50 3522900000
34004 ABSOLUT SWEDISH VODKA 80PRF 80 .375 L 24 8.86 212.64 3522900020
34006 ABSOLUT SWEDISH VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 16.10 193.20 3522900030
34007 ABSOLUT SWEDISH VODKA 80PRF 80 1.000 L 12 19.35 232.20 3522900040
34008 ABSOLUT SWEDISH VODKA 80PRF 80 1.750 L 6 32.21 193.26 3522900060
34071 ABSOLUT VANILIA VODKA 80 .604 L 10 16.85 168.50 3522900600
34076 ABSOLUT VANILIA VODKA 80 .750 L 12 16.79 201.48 3522900630
34078 ABSOLUT VANILIA VODKA 80 1.000 L 12 20.40 244.80 3522900640
34046 ABSOLUT VODKA 100PRF 100 .750 L 12 17.20 206.40 3522900530
34154 BELVEDERE VODKA 80 .375 L 12 12.67 152.04 8711606965
34156 BELVEDERE VODKA 80 .750 L 12 22.91 274.92 8711606968
34157 BELVEDERE VODKA 80 1.000 L 12 27.74 332.88 8711606981
34158 BELVEDERE VODKA 80 1.750 L 6 44.05 264.30 8711606973
34236 CHOPIN VODKA 80 .750 L 12 22.91 274.92 8711601239
34339 FINLANDIA ARCTIC CRANBERRY VODKA 80 .750 L 12 15.77 189.24 8112807430
34326 FINLANDIA IMP VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 15.77 189.24 8112807411
34267 GREY GOOSE LE CITRON 80 .750 L 6 23.19 139.14 8308957000
34420 GREY GOOSE VODKA 80 .750 L 6 23.19 139.14 8308955000
34422 GREY GOOSE VODKA 80 1.000 L 6 28.00 168.00 8308955010
34423 GREY GOOSE VODKA 80 .375 L 12 12.72 152.64 8308955035
34424 GREY GOOSE VODKA 80 1.750 L 3 47.78 143.34 8308955017
34436 GREY GOOSE VODKA L'ORANGE 80 .750 L 6 23.19 139.14 8308956000
34430 INFERNO PEPPER VODKA 78 .750 L 12 13.65 163.80 8011532015
34449 KETEL ONE CITROEN 80 .750 L 12 18.37 220.44 8515600750
34456 KETEL ONE IMPORTED VODKA 80 .750 L 12 18.37 220.44 8515651541
34457 KETEL ONE IMPORTED VODKA 80 1.000 L 12 22.34 268.08 8515661041
34458 KETEL ONE IMPORTED VODKA 80 1.750 L 6 35.09 210.54 8515680368
34446 KROLEWSKA POLISH VODKA 80 .750 L 6 22.11 132.66 3032800002
34476 KUTSKOVA VODKA 80 .750 L 12 20.08 240.96 2189378974
34506 LIMONNAYA VODKA (LEMON) 80 .750 L 12 16.79 201.48 8954043686
34546 PEARL VODKA 80 .750 L 12 15.99 191.88 4970800100
34638 PRIVIET VODKA 80 1.750 L 6 18.03 108.18 8681600034
34870 STOLI RAZBERI (RASPBERRY) 70 .750 L 12 16.79 201.48 8954043671
34876 STOLI STRASBERRI (STRAWBERRY) 70 .750 L 12 16.79 201.48 8954043674
34880 STOLI VANIL (VANILLA) 70 .750 L 12 16.79 201.48 8954043677
34736 STOLICHNAYA OHRANJ VODKA 70 .750 L 12 16.79 201.48 8954043681
34737 STOLICHNAYA OHRANJ VODKA 70 1.000 L 12 19.98 239.76 8954043680
34871 STOLICHNAYA RASBERI 80 1.000 L 12 19.98 239.76 8954043670
34746 STOLICHNAYA RUSSIAN VODKA 80PRF 80 .750 L 12 15.99 191.88 8954043658
34747 STOLICHNAYA RUSSIAN VODKA 80PRF 80 1.000 L 12 19.16 229.92 8954043657
34748 STOLICHNAYA RUSSIAN VODKA 80PRF 80 1.750 L 6 31.96 191.76 8954043656
34881 STOLICHNAYA VANIL 70 1.000 L 12 19.98 239.76 8954043676
34820 SVEDKA VODKA 80 .750 L 12 10.76 129.12 1776811175
34856 TANQUERAY STERLING VODKA 80 .750 L 12 15.75 189.00 8811011105
34903 THORS HAMMER VODKA 80 .750 L 6 15.63 93.78 8066079302
34916 THREE OLIVES VODKA 80 .750 L 6 15.60 93.60 8970877642
34919 THREE OLIVES VODKA 80 1.750 L 6 23.38 140.28 8970877822
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34945 VOX VODKA 80 .750 L 12 23.99 287.88 8068694046
34944 VOX VODKA MINI 80 .302 L 10 8.10 81.00 8068694090
DRY GINS - SLOW GINS
AMERICAN DRY GINS
29286 BARTON GIN 80 .750 L 12 4.58 54.96 8066041135
29287 BARTON GIN 80 1.000 L 12 5.69 68.28 8066041133
29288 BARTON GIN 80 1.750 L 6 9.75 58.50 8066041131
29566 BURNETT'S GIN LONDON DRY 80 .750 L 12 6.40 76.80 9674900201
29568 BURNETT'S GIN LONDON DRY 80 1.750 L 6 13.96 83.76 9674920030
29726 CALVERT GIN 80 .750 L 12 4.50 54.00 8068604340
29728 CALVERT GIN 80 1.750 L 6 9.75 58.50 8068604312
29993 FIVE O'CLOCK GIN 80 .200 L 48 1.54 73.92 8484840050
29996 FIVE O'CLOCK GIN 80 .750 L 12 4.73 56.76 8484840030
29997 FIVE O'CLOCK GIN 80 1.000 L 12 5.70 68.40 8484840020
29998 FIVE O'CLOCK GIN 80 1.750 L 6 9.80 58.80 8484840010
30036 FIVE O'CLOCK GIN PLAYER 80 .750 L 12 4.73 56.76 8484840040
30054 FLEISCHMANN'S DRY GIN 80 .375 L 24 3.30 79.20 8292821026
30056 FLEISCHMANN'S DRY GIN 80 .750 L 12 5.99 71.88 8292821024
30057 FLEISCHMANN'S DRY GIN 80 1.000 L 12 7.67 92.04 8292821023
30058 FLEISCHMANN'S DRY GIN 80 1.750 L 6 12.64 75.84 8292821021
30066 FLEISCHMANN'S DRY GIN 80 .750 L 12 5.99 71.88 8292821025
30236 GILBEY'S GIN LONDON DRY 80 .750 L 12 6.99 83.88 8068612240
30238 GILBEY'S GIN LONDON DRY 80 1.750 L 6 14.99 89.94 8068612212
30250 GILBEY'S GIN LONDON DRY TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 6.99 83.88 8068612243
30247 GILBEY'S GIN LONDON DRY-ROUND 80 1.000 L 12 8.79 105.48 8068612221
30316 GORDON'S GIN LONDON DRY 80 .750 L 12 7.27 87.24 0000886023
30317 GORDON'S GIN LONDON DRY 80 1.000 L 12 9.03 108.36 0000886013
30318 GORDON'S GIN LONDON DRY - PET 80 1.750 L 6 15.03 90.18 0000886003
30326 GORDON'S GIN LONDON DRY CONVENIENCE PACK 80 .750 L 12 7.27 87.24 8860000009
30526 HAWKEYE GIN 80 .750 L 12 4.62 55.44 8835211009
30527 HAWKEYE GIN 80 1.000 L 12 5.68 68.16 8835210976
30528 HAWKEYE GIN 80 1.750 L 6 9.84 59.04 8835210975
31166 MC CORMICK GIN 80 .750 L 12 4.58 54.96 8559210354
31207 MC CORMICK GIN 80 1.000 L 12 5.68 68.16 8559210353
31208 MC CORMICK GIN PET 80 1.750 L 6 9.75 58.50 8559210351
31654 PARAMOUNT GIN LONDON DRY 80 .375 L 24 3.00 72.00 8681612019
31656 PARAMOUNT GIN LONDON DRY 80 .750 L 12 4.70 56.40 8681612014
31657 PARAMOUNT GIN LONDON DRY 80 1.000 L 12 5.94 71.28 8681612013
31658 PARAMOUNT GIN LONDON DRY 80 1.750 L 6 10.03 60.18 8681612012
31666 PARAMOUNT GIN LONDON DRY TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 4.70 56.40 8681612024
31718 PHILLIPS GIN 80 1.750 L 6 9.75 58.50 8711601676
31719 PHILLIPS GIN 80 1.000 L 12 5.68 68.16 8711604801
32231 SEAGRAM'S EXTRA DRY GIN 80 .503 L 12 7.56 90.72 8043240118
32232 SEAGRAM'S EXTRA DRY GIN 80 .101 L 48 1.46 70.08 8043240120
32233 SEAGRAM'S EXTRA DRY GIN 80 .200 L 48 2.46 118.08 8043240121
32234 SEAGRAM'S EXTRA DRY GIN 80 .375 L 24 4.26 102.24 8043240122
32236 SEAGRAM'S EXTRA DRY GIN 80 .750 L 12 7.98 95.76 8700000729
32237 SEAGRAM'S EXTRA DRY GIN 80 1.000 L 12 9.58 114.96 8700000728
32238 SEAGRAM'S EXTRA DRY GIN 80 1.750 L 6 15.96 95.76 8700070065
32235 SEAGRAM'S EXTRA DRY GIN PET 80 .750 L 12 7.98 95.76 8043240124
FLAVORED GIN
33256 SEAGRAM'S LIME TWISTED GIN 80 .750 L 12 7.98 95.76 0000871330
AMERICAN SLOE GINS
33316 ARROW SLOE GIN 45 .750 L 12 5.71 68.52 8835211887
33716 PARAMOUNT SLOE GIN 50 .750 L 12 5.59 67.08 8681610234
33717 PARAMOUNT SLOE GIN 50 1.000 L 12 7.29 87.48 8681610233
33847 SCHRANCK'S SLOE GIN 27 1.000 L 12 4.59 55.08 8193200419
IMPORTED DRY GINS
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28086 BEEFEATER GIN 94 .750 L 12 15.81 189.72 8954033349
28087 BEEFEATER GIN 94 1.000 L 12 19.74 236.88 8954033348
28088 BEEFEATER GIN 94 1.750 L 6 30.75 184.50 8954033347
28206 BOMBAY DRY GIN 86 .750 L 12 15.19 182.28 8144010331
28233 BOMBAY SAPPHIRE GIN 94 1.000 L 12 22.23 266.76 8144011311
28236 BOMBAY SAPPHIRE GIN 94 .750 L 12 18.23 218.76 8144011331
28238 BOMBAY SAPPHIRE GIN 94 1.750 L 6 34.39 206.34 8048030100
28246 BOODLES BRITISH GIN LONDON DRY 90 .750 L 12 13.52 162.24 8043240167
28350 BROKER'S LONDON DRY GIN 94 .750 L 12 16.54 198.48 0343300001
28406 CITADELLE GIN 88 .750 L 6 19.99 119.94 6955210030
28626 HENDRICK'S GIN 88 .750 L 12 21.75 261.00 8366499043
28806 QUINTESSENTIAL GIN 90 .750 L 6 16.23 97.38 8970807504
28861 TANQUERAY GIN 94 .604 L 10 24.48 244.80 8850811000
28865 TANQUERAY GIN 94 .375 L 24 9.75 234.00 8811011064
28866 TANQUERAY GIN 94 .750 L 12 16.96 203.52 8811011030
28867 TANQUERAY GIN 94 1.000 L 12 21.04 252.48 8811011040
28868 TANQUERAY GIN 94 1.750 L 6 32.39 194.34 8811011050
28886 TANQUERAY NO. TEN 94 .750 L 12 21.85 262.20 8811015860
28895 VAN GOGH GIN 94 .750 L 12 24.02 288.24 3382412197
BRANDIES
AMERICAN GRAPE BRANDIES
52311 CHRISTIAN BROS BRANDY 80 .503 L 12 8.87 106.44 8603610019
52312 CHRISTIAN BROS BRANDY 80 .200 L 24 2.68 64.32 8603681570
52314 CHRISTIAN BROS BRANDY 80 .375 L 24 4.40 105.60 8603681567
52316 CHRISTIAN BROS BRANDY 80 .750 L 12 8.26 99.12 8603681559
52317 CHRISTIAN BROS BRANDY 80 1.000 L 12 10.41 124.92 8603681555
52318 CHRISTIAN BROS BRANDY 80 1.750 L 6 18.88 113.28 8603681547
52146 CHRISTIAN BROS BRANDY TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 8.26 99.12 8603670704
52319 CHRISTIAN BROS BRANDY-ROUND BOTTLE 80 1.000 L 12 10.41 124.92 8603682555
52186 CHRISTIAN BROTHERS GRAND RESERVE VSOP 80 .750 L 12 9.83 117.96 8603671094
52376 CORONET VSQ BRANDY 80 .750 L 12 7.93 95.16 9674935430
52591 E & J GALLO BRANDY 80 .503 L 12 7.91 94.92 8500000340
52593 E & J GALLO BRANDY 80 .200 L 24 2.52 60.48 0000854210
52594 E & J GALLO BRANDY 80 .375 L 24 4.36 104.64 0000854260
52596 E & J GALLO BRANDY 80 .750 L 12 8.24 98.88 0000854130
52597 E & J GALLO BRANDY 80 1.000 L 12 10.39 124.68 0000854180
52598 E & J GALLO BRANDY 80 1.750 L 6 16.82 100.92 0000854150
52599 E & J GALLO BRANDY ROUND 80 1.000 L 12 10.39 124.68 0000854290
52595 E & J GALLO BRANDY TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 8.24 98.88 8500011126
52579 E & J GALLO VSOP SUPERIOR RESERVE 80 .503 L 12 7.91 94.92 8500000386
52581 E & J GALLO VSOP SUPERIOR RESERVE 80 .375 L 24 4.79 114.96 0000853830
52582 E & J GALLO VSOP SUPERIOR RESERVE 80 .750 L 12 9.59 115.08 0000853810
52806 KORBEL BRANDY 80 .750 L 12 8.54 102.48 8470400007
52808 KORBEL BRANDY 80 1.750 L 6 16.99 101.94 8470400009
52816 KORBEL GOLD RESERVE VSOP BRANDY 90 .750 L 6 14.23 85.38 8470400024
53127 MR. BOSTON FIVE STAR BRANDY VEQ 80 1.000 L 12 8.50 102.00 8900001308
53128 MR. BOSTON FIVE STAR BRANDY VEQ 80 1.750 L 6 14.34 86.04 8900000321
53166 PARAMOUNT BRANDY 80 .750 L 12 7.69 92.28 8681612334
53167 PARAMOUNT BRANDY 80 1.000 L 12 8.69 104.28 8681612333
53213 PAUL MASSON GRANDE AMBER BRANDY 80 .200 L 24 2.52 60.48 2129600603
53214 PAUL MASSON GRANDE AMBER BRANDY 80 .375 L 24 4.36 104.64 2219600606
53216 PAUL MASSON GRANDE AMBER BRANDY 80 .750 L 12 8.80 105.60 2129600601
53218 PAUL MASSON GRANDE AMBER BRANDY 80 1.750 L 6 16.82 100.92 2129660030
53206 PAUL MASSON GRANDE AMBER BRANDY VSOP 80 .750 L 12 11.12 133.44 2129600606
53366 ST. CHARLES BRANDY 80 .750 L 12 7.79 93.48 8068602640
53367 ST. CHARLES BRANDY 80 1.000 L 12 8.79 105.48 8068602620
53368 ST. CHARLES BRANDY 80 1.750 L 6 15.79 94.74 8068602610
APRICOT BRANDIES
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54057 ARROW APRICOT FLAV BRANDY 60 1.000 L 12 8.67 104.04 8835211829
54136 DEKUYPER APRICOT BRANDY 70 .750 L 12 6.95 83.40 8068631440
54436 MR. BOSTON APRICOT FLAV BRANDY 70 .750 L 12 6.50 78.00 8900001310
54444 PARAMOUNT APRICOT FLAV BRANDY 75 .375 L 12 4.51 54.12 8681610839
54446 PARAMOUNT APRICOT FLAV BRANDY 75 .750 L 12 7.52 90.24 8681610834
54447 PARAMOUNT APRICOT FLAV BRANDY 75 1.000 L 12 9.01 108.12 8681610833
54448 PARAMOUNT APRICOT FLAV BRANDY 75 1.750 L 6 15.99 95.94 8681610832
54486 PHILLIPS APRICOT FLAV BRANDY 70 .750 L 12 6.97 83.64 8711601775
BLACKBERRY BRANDIES
54646 ARROW BLACKBERRY FLAV BRANDY 60 .750 L 12 6.92 83.04 8835211983
54647 ARROW BLACKBERRY FLAV BRANDY 60 1.000 L 12 8.67 104.04 8835211982
54636 ARROW ORIGINAL BLACKBERRY BRANDY 60 .750 L 12 6.92 83.04 8835211863
54706 DEKUYPER BLACKBERRY BRANDY 70 .750 L 12 6.95 83.40 8068631540
55066 MR. BOSTON BLACKBERRY FLAV BRANDY 70 .750 L 12 6.50 78.00 8900001314
55068 MR. BOSTON BLACKBERRY FLAV BRANDY 70 1.750 L 6 14.95 89.70 8900000193
55084 PARAMOUNT BLACKBERRY FLAV BRANDY 75 .375 L 12 4.51 54.12 8681610879
55086 PARAMOUNT BLACKBERRY FLAV BRANDY 75 .750 L 12 7.52 90.24 8681610874
55087 PARAMOUNT BLACKBERRY FLAV BRANDY 75 1.000 L 12 9.01 108.12 8681610873
55088 PARAMOUNT BLACKBERRY FLAV BRANDY 75 1.750 L 6 15.99 95.94 8681610872
55106 PHILLIPS BLACKBERRY FLAV BRANDY 70 .750 L 12 6.97 83.64 8711601768
CHERRY BRANDIES
55246 ARROW WILD CHERRY FLAV BRANDY 60 .750 L 12 6.92 83.04 8835211894
55504 PARAMOUNT CHERRY FLAV BRANDY 75 .375 L 12 4.51 54.12 8681610919
55506 PARAMOUNT CHERRY FLAV BRANDY 75 .750 L 12 7.52 90.24 8681610914
PEACH BRANDIES
56204 PARAMOUNT PEACH FLAV BRANDY 75 .375 L 12 4.51 54.12 8681610979
56206 PARAMOUNT PEACH FLAV BRANDY 75 .750 L 12 7.52 90.24 8681610974
MISCELLANEOUS BRANDIES
55606 ARROW GINGER FLAV BRANDY 60 .750 L 12 6.92 83.04 8835211877
49656 CALVADOS BUSNEL VIELLE RESERVE VSOP 80 .750 L 12 28.44 341.28 8043259557
56366 DEKUYPER COFFEE BRANDY 70 .750 L 12 6.95 83.40 8068632940
IMPORTED GRAPE BRANDIES
47784 COURVOISIER VS COGNAC 80 .375 L 24 10.33 247.92 8954014363
47786 COURVOISIER VS COGNAC 80 .750 L 12 21.57 258.84 8954012932
47776 COURVOISIER VSOP COGNAC 80 .750 L 12 38.32 459.84 8954012931
47806 COURVOISIER XO COGNAC 80 .750 L 12 109.99 1,319.88 0000047806
47848 CROIZET COGNAC XO GOLD 80 .750 L 12 56.96 683.52 2189379034
51476 DON PEDRO MEXICAN BRANDY 80 .750 L 12 14.16 169.92 8242202014
48103 HENNESSY VS COGNAC 80 .200 L 48 6.42 308.16 8811015052
48104 HENNESSY VS COGNAC 80 .375 L 24 11.06 265.44 8811015062
48106 HENNESSY VS COGNAC 80 .750 L 12 22.46 269.52 8811015055
48126 HENNESSY X.O. COGNAC 80 .750 L 12 102.99 1,235.88 8811015305
48696 MARTELL VS COGNAC 80 .750 L 12 21.52 258.24 8043240081
48766 MEUKOW VS COGNAC 80 .750 L 12 22.46 269.52 7582700120
2144 MEUKOW VS COGNAC W/2 GLASSES 80 .750 L 6 22.46 134.76 7582700125
2140 MEUKOW XO COGNAC 80 .750 L 6 99.71 598.26 7582700127
2147 MEUKOW XO W/ RACK & TULIP GLASSES 80 .375 L 6 55.35 332.10 7582710072
51506 PRESIDENTE GRAPE BRANDY (PEDRO DOMECQ) 80 .750 L 12 11.24 134.88 8242202004
49176 REMY MARTIN VS COGNAC 80 .750 L 12 23.48 281.76 8723600103
49180 REMY MARTIN VSOP (FLASK) 80 .375 L 12 16.78 201.36 8723600122
49185 REMY MARTIN VSOP (FLASK) 80 .375 L 12 16.78 201.36 8723600122
49186 REMY MARTIN VSOP COGNAC 80 .750 L 12 31.28 375.36 8723600116
49156 REMY MARTIN XO EXCELLENCE 80 .750 L 1 129.30 129.30 8723600233
50686 ST. REMY VSOP NAPOLEON BRANDY 80 .750 L 12 9.76 117.12 8835210328
50676 ST. REMY XO NAPOLEON BRANDY 80 .750 L 12 12.12 145.44 8723699206
51696 STOCK 84 BRANDY 80 .750 L 12 8.79 105.48 8235210003
RUMS
BARBADOS RUM
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42666 MOUNT GAY ECLIPSE RUM (BARBADOS) 80 .750 L 12 13.49 161.88 8723695003
JAMAICA RUM
42006 APPLETON ESTATE V/X LIGHT RUM 80 .750 L 12 12.80 153.60 8396071636
42166 MYERS'S RUM ORIGINAL DARK 80 .750 L 12 12.79 153.48 0000877130
42167 MYERS'S RUM ORIGINAL DARK 80 1.000 L 12 15.99 191.88 0000877120
PUERTO RICO & VIRGIN ISLANDS RUM
43156 BACARDI 151 PROOF RUM 151 .750 L 12 15.19 182.28 8048009540
42370 BACARDI 8 RUM 80 .750 L 12 15.99 191.88 8048050540
43031 BACARDI DARK RUM 80 .503 L 12 7.11 85.32 8048002620
43034 BACARDI DARK RUM 80 .375 L 24 5.03 120.72 8048002560
43036 BACARDI DARK RUM 80 .750 L 12 9.59 115.08 8048002540
43037 BACARDI DARK RUM 80 1.000 L 12 11.19 134.28 8048002530
43038 BACARDI DARK RUM 80 1.750 L 6 19.19 115.14 8048002520
43035 BACARDI DARK RUM PET 80 .750 L 12 9.59 115.08 8048002546
1679 BACARDI GOLD GLASS PACK 80 .750 L 12 6.31 75.72 8048002540
1661 BACARDI LIGHT GLASS ON-PACK 80 .750 L 12 9.01 108.12 8048001540
43121 BACARDI LIGHT RUM 80 .503 L 12 7.11 85.32 8048001620
43123 BACARDI LIGHT RUM 80 .200 L 48 2.91 139.68 8048001570
43124 BACARDI LIGHT RUM 80 .375 L 24 5.03 120.72 8048001560
43126 BACARDI LIGHT RUM 80 .750 L 12 9.59 115.08 8048001540
43127 BACARDI LIGHT RUM 80 1.000 L 12 11.19 134.28 8048001530
43128 BACARDI LIGHT RUM 80 1.750 L 6 19.19 115.14 8048001520
43125 BACARDI LIGHT RUM PET 80 .750 L 12 9.59 115.08 8048001545
43046 BACARDI SELECT RUM 80 .750 L 12 9.59 115.08 8048005540
44217 BARTON RUM LIGHT 80 1.000 L 12 5.83 69.96 8066055953
43356 CASTILLO GOLD LABEL RUM 80 .750 L 12 5.83 69.96 8048007540
43379 CASTILLO SILVER RUM TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 5.83 69.96 8048016540
43386 CASTILLO WHITE LABEL RUM 80 .750 L 12 5.83 69.96 8048006540
43387 CASTILLO WHITE LABEL RUM 80 1.000 L 12 6.06 72.72 8048006530
43388 CASTILLO WHITE LABEL RUM 80 1.750 L 6 10.96 65.76 8048006520
44486 CRUZAN DARK RUM 80 .750 L 12 8.99 107.88 4428656150
44526 CRUZAN ESTATE SINGLE BARREL RUM 80 .750 L 6 21.75 130.50 8901600457
44516 CRUZAN LIGHT-DRY RUM 80 .750 L 12 8.99 107.88 4428656050
44602 FIVE O'CLOCK RUM 80 .750 L 12 5.15 61.80 8484861030
44603 FIVE O'CLOCK RUM 80 1.000 L 12 6.10 73.20 8484861020
44604 FIVE O'CLOCK RUM 80 1.750 L 6 11.16 66.96 8484861010
44605 FIVE O'CLOCK RUM TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 5.15 61.80 8484861040
44837 MCCORMICK RUM 80 1.000 L 12 5.83 69.96 8559210513
45066 MONTEGO BAY DARK RUM 80 .750 L 12 4.99 59.88 8559220044
45096 MONTEGO BAY LIGHT RUM 80 .750 L 12 4.99 59.88 8559220034
45306 PARAMOUNT 151 RUM 151 .750 L 12 12.99 155.88 8681612434
45246 PARAMOUNT GOLD LABEL RUM (VI) 80 .750 L 12 5.29 63.48 8681612414
45247 PARAMOUNT GOLD LABEL RUM (VI) 80 1.000 L 12 6.11 73.32 8681612413
45248 PARAMOUNT GOLD RUM 80 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8681612412
45245 PARAMOUNT GOLD RUM TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 5.29 63.48 8681612404
45274 PARAMOUNT WHITE LABEL RUM (VI) 80 .375 L 12 3.51 42.12 8681612459
45276 PARAMOUNT WHITE LABEL RUM (VI) 80 .750 L 12 5.29 63.48 8681612454
45277 PARAMOUNT WHITE LABEL RUM (VI) 80 1.000 L 12 6.11 73.32 8681612453
45278 PARAMOUNT WHITE LABEL RUM (VI) 80 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8681612452
45275 PARAMOUNT WHITE RUM TRAVELER 80 .750 L 12 5.29 63.48 8681612464
45418 PHILLIPS WHITE RUM 80 1.750 L 6 11.00 66.00 8711601151
45419 PHILLIPS WHITE RUM 80 1.000 L 12 6.06 72.72 8711601152
45866 RON VIRGIN WHITE RUM 80 .750 L 12 5.19 62.28 8284448668
45867 RON VIRGIN WHITE RUM 80 1.000 L 12 6.49 77.88 8284448667
43846 RONRICO SILVER LABEL RUM (PR) 80 .750 L 12 6.79 81.48 8068614140
43848 RONRICO SILVER LABEL RUM (PR) 80 1.750 L 6 12.39 74.34 8068614112
45957 VPA GOLD LABEL RUM (VI) 80 1.000 L 12 6.25 75.00 8193204798
45967 VPA SILVER LABEL RUM (VI) 80 1.000 L 12 6.25 75.00 8193204799
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43006 WHALERS GREAT WHITE RUM 80 .750 L 12 10.41 124.92 9674932660
43008 WHALERS GREAT WHITE RUM 80 .317 L 12 7.14 85.68 9674937660
FLAVORED RUM
43076 ADMIRAL NELSON COCONUT RUM 42 .750 L 12 7.25 87.00 8835211948
43077 ADMIRAL NELSON COCONUT RUM 42 1.000 L 12 8.51 102.12 8835211947
1609 ADMIRAL NELSON COMBO DISPENSER 42 3.018 L 2 30.11 60.22 8835212178
43026 ADMIRAL NELSON SPICED RUM 70 .750 L 12 7.25 87.00 8835211528
43027 ADMIRAL NELSON SPICED RUM 70 1.000 L 12 8.51 102.12 8835211527
43028 ADMIRAL NELSON SPICED RUM 70 1.750 L 6 14.49 86.94 8835243028
1698 ADMIRAL NELSON SPICED RUM DISPENSER 70 3.018 L 2 30.11 60.22 8835211989
43025 ADMIRAL NELSON SPICED RUM TRAVELER 70 .750 L 12 7.25 87.00 8835211728
44010 ADMIRAL NELSON VANILLA RUM 70 .750 L 12 7.25 87.00 8835212111
43086 BACARDI COCO 70 .750 L 12 10.50 126.00 8048040063
43087 BACARDI COCO 70 1.000 L 12 12.78 153.36 8048040062
43088 BACARDI COCO 70 1.750 L 6 21.59 129.54 8048040061
43131 BACARDI LIMON 70 .503 L 12 7.50 90.00 8048035620
43134 BACARDI LIMON 70 .375 L 12 6.00 72.00 8048035560
43136 BACARDI LIMON 70 .750 L 12 10.50 126.00 8048035540
43137 BACARDI LIMON 70 1.000 L 12 12.78 153.36 8048035530
43138 BACARDI LIMON 70 1.750 L 6 21.59 129.54 8048035520
1694 BACARDI LIMON GLASS CO-PACK 70 1.750 L 3 20.59 61.77 8048035624
43116 BACARDI O (ORANGE RUM) 70 .750 L 12 10.50 126.00 8048040002
43117 BACARDI O (ORANGE RUM) 70 1.000 L 12 12.78 153.36 8048040001
43118 BACARDI O (ORANGE RUM) 70 1.750 L 6 21.59 129.54 0804804000
43096 BACARDI RAZZ 70 .750 L 12 10.50 126.00 8048040033
43097 BACARDI RAZZ 70 1.000 L 12 12.78 153.36 8048040032
43098 BACARDI RAZZ 70 1.750 L 6 21.59 129.54 8048040031
43106 BACARDI VANILLA 70 .750 L 12 10.50 126.00 8048040083
43107 BACARDI VANILLA 70 1.000 L 12 12.78 153.36 8048040082
43108 BACARDI VANILLA 70 1.750 L 6 21.59 129.54 8048040081
46090 CABANA BOY PINEAPPLE COCONUT RUM 48 .750 L 6 8.99 53.94 8193246542
46096 CABANA BOY RASPBERRY 48 .750 L 6 8.99 53.94 8193246642
46100 CABANA BOY VANILLA SPICE 48 .750 L 6 8.99 53.94 8193246242
46106 CABANA BOY WILD CHERRY RUM 48 .750 L 6 8.99 53.94 8193246342
44306 CALICO JACK SPICED RUM 70 .750 L 12 6.49 77.88 8284400446
43317 CAPTAIN MORGAN PRIVATE STOCK 80 1.000 L 12 15.99 191.88 8700020207
43316 CAPTAIN MORGAN PRIVATE STOCK RUM 80 .750 L 12 14.39 172.68 8700020178
43296 CAPTAIN MORGAN SILVER SPICED RUM 70 .750 L 12 10.63 127.56 0000873320
43331 CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM 70 .503 L 12 7.54 90.48 8700020116
43334 CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM 70 .375 L 24 5.59 134.16 0000872770
43336 CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM 70 .750 L 12 10.63 127.56 0000872710
43337 CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM 70 1.000 L 12 13.00 156.00 0000872700
43338 CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM 70 1.750 L 6 22.39 134.34 8700020115
43285 CAPTAIN MORGAN SPICED RUM PET 70 .750 L 12 10.63 127.56 0000871930
43409 CAPTAIN MORGAN'S PARROT BAY 42 1.000 L 12 13.00 156.00 8700020204
43410 CAPTAIN MORGAN'S PARROT BAY 42 .750 L 12 10.63 127.56 8700000145
43366 CASTILLO SPICED RUM 70 .750 L 12 5.83 69.96 8048027540
43216 CICLON 70 .750 L 12 10.64 127.68 8048039802
43217 CICLON 70 1.000 L 12 13.00 156.00 8048039801
43218 CICLON 70 1.750 L 6 22.39 134.34 8048039800
74436 COCO REEF 48 .750 L 12 7.99 95.88 8954033808
74437 COCO REEF 48 1.000 L 12 10.99 131.88 8954033807
1701 CRUZAN 4 FLAVOR COMBO PAK 55 .200 L 3 30.50 91.50 8901600555
44436 CRUZAN BANANA RUM 55 .750 L 12 8.99 107.88 4428665750
44476 CRUZAN COCONUT RUM 55 .750 L 12 8.99 107.88 4428656550
44536 CRUZAN ORANGE RUM 55 .750 L 12 8.99 107.88 8901600554
44506 CRUZAN PINEAPPLE RUM 55 .750 L 12 8.99 107.88 4428656650
44520 CRUZAN VANILLA FLAVORED RUM 55 .750 L 12 8.99 107.88 8901600662
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44657 LADY BLIGH SPICED RUM 72 1.000 L 12 10.99 131.88 8681651733
42716 MALIBU RUM LIQUEUR 42 .750 L 12 10.39 124.68 8954044899
42717 MALIBU RUM LIQUEUR 42 1.000 L 12 12.78 153.36 8954044897
42718 MALIBU RUM LIQUEUR 42 1.750 L 6 21.59 129.54 8954044932
44766 MARIMBA TROPICAL TEASE FLAVORED RUM 42 .750 L 12 9.95 119.40 8410425511
42998 TRADER VIC'S SPICED RUM 70 .750 L 12 8.27 99.24 8427901350
42941 TROPICO LIQUEUR 32 .750 L 12 10.39 124.68 8048078540
43009 WHALERS HAWAIIAN SPICED RUM 70 .317 L 12 7.14 85.68 9674937680
43001 WHALERS KILLER COCONUT MINI 80 .317 L 12 7.14 85.68 9674937850
43002 WHALERS KILLER COCONUT RUM 40 .750 L 12 10.41 124.92 7705331850
43010 WHALERS SPICED RUM 70 .750 L 12 10.41 124.92 9674932680
43020 WHALERS VANILLE RUM 60 .750 L 12 10.41 124.92 9674932670
43019 WHALERS VANILLE RUM MINI 60 .317 L 12 7.14 85.68 9674936670
COCKTAILS
AMERICAN COCKTAILS
56850 BACARDI BAHAMA MAMA 20 1.750 L 6 10.47 62.82 8048080604
56851 BACARDI BAHAMA MAMA 20 .750 L 12 5.59 67.08 8048080605
56840 BACARDI HURRICANE 25 1.750 L 6 10.47 62.82 8048080600
56841 BACARDI HURRICANE 25 .750 L 12 5.59 67.08 8048080601
56846 BACARDI RUM ISLAND ICED TEA 25 1.750 L 6 10.47 62.82 8048080602
56847 BACARDI RUM ISLAND ICED TEA 25 .750 L 12 5.59 67.08 8048080603
56957 BARTENDERS HOT SEX 25 1.000 L 12 7.44 89.28 8438042503
56958 BARTENDERS HOT SEX 25 1.750 L 6 13.14 78.84 8438042501
56927 BARTENDERS STRAWBERRY TEQUILA 25 1.000 L 12 7.44 89.28 8438042633
56928 BARTENDERS STRAWBERRY TEQUILA 25 1.750 L 6 12.12 72.72 8438042621
57051 BARTON LONG ISLAND ICE TEA 75 1.000 L 12 6.40 76.80 8066064003
57118 CHI CHI'S COSMOPOLITAN 25 1.750 L 6 9.59 57.54 8900054871
57127 CHI-CHI'S CARIBBEAN MUDSLIDE 25 1.750 L 6 9.59 57.54 8900054801
57125 CHI-CHI'S GOLD MARGARITA 20 1.750 L 6 9.59 57.54 8900050031
57120 CHI-CHI'S LONG ISLAND ICED TEA 25 1.750 L 6 9.59 57.54 8900054881
57122 CHI-CHI'S MANGO MARGARITA 20 1.750 L 6 9.59 57.54 8900054621
57148 CHI-CHI'S MARGARITA W/TEQUILA 25 1.750 L 6 9.59 57.54 8900001875
57129 CHI-CHI'S MEXICAN MUDSLIDE 25 1.750 L 6 9.59 57.54 8900054781
57157 CHI-CHI'S PINA COLADA W/RUM 25 1.750 L 6 9.59 57.54 8900050030
57158 CHI-CHI'S STRAWBERRY MARGARITA W/TEQUILA 20 1.750 L 6 9.59 57.54 8900001918
73128 CHI-CHI'S TEQUILA & TRIPLE SEC CONCENTRATE 92 1.750 L 6 17.32 103.92 8900054611
57124 CHI-CHI'S VANILLA MUDSLIDE 25 1.750 L 6 9.59 57.54 8900054821
57144 CHI-CHI'S WHITE RUSSIAN 25 1.750 L 6 9.59 57.54 8900054981
58106 CLUB COCKTAILS BRASS MONKEY 32 .750 L 12 5.19 62.28 8200072351
58236 CLUB COCKTAILS GIN MARTINI 42 .750 L 12 5.19 62.28 8200000972
58446 CLUB COCKTAILS MANHATTAN 45 .750 L 12 5.19 62.28 8200072353
58836 CUERVO CLASSIC LIME MARGARITA 19 .750 L 12 5.59 67.08 8200019033
58838 CUERVO CLASSIC LIME MARGARITA 19 1.750 L 6 10.47 62.82 8200019032
58866 CUERVO STRAWBERRY MARGARITA 19 .750 L 12 5.59 67.08 8200019035
58868 CUERVO STRAWBERRY MARGARITA 19 1.750 L 6 10.47 62.82 8200019034
59037 DESERT ISLAND LONG ISLAND ICE TEA COCKTAIL 75 1.000 L 12 6.40 76.80 8193205611
59043 DESERT ISLE RASPBERRY ICE TEA 75 1.000 L 12 6.40 76.80 8193207526
40118 DUECES WILD VODKA 70 1.750 L 6 8.48 50.88 8559211721
57048 GAETANO BIG MAMA G GIN & GRAPEFRUIT 30 .200 L 24 0.73 17.52 8427991254
59210 ICE BOX BUTTERSCOTCH CREAM 25 1.750 L 6 9.99 59.94 8284400025
59211 ICE BOX BUTTERSCOTCH CREAM 25 .750 L 12 4.99 59.88 8284400028
59408 ICE BOX MARGARITA 20 1.750 L 6 7.89 47.34 8284452338
59230 ICE BOX MUDSLIDE 25 .750 L 12 4.99 59.88 8284452331
59231 ICE BOX MUDSLIDE 25 1.750 L 6 9.99 59.94 8284452332
441 JIM BEAM W/3 HARD LEMONADE & 3 NAKED BOTTLES 80 1.750 L 6 N/A 123.00 8068688910
62061 KAHLUA FROZEN MUDSLIDE 25 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8954041637
62065 KAHLUA RTD BANANA MUDSLIDE 25 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8954043739
62057 KAHLUA RTD COCONUT MUDSLIDE 25 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8954043252
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62089 KAHLUA RTD WHITE RUSSIAN 25 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8954042324
62190 LAPRIMA GOLDEN MARGARITA WITH TEQUILA 19 1.750 L 6 9.62 57.72 8681655452
62198 LAPRIMA STRAWBERRY MARGARITA 19 1.750 L 6 9.62 57.72 8681655432
62136 LITTLE SYD'S GIN & GRAPEFRUIT 20 .750 L 12 3.31 39.72 8970800021
62097 PARAMOUNT LONG ISLAND ICED TEA 72 1.000 L 12 6.39 76.68 8681611033
62096 PARAMOUNT LONG ISLAND ICED TEA COCKTAIL 44 .750 L 12 5.01 60.12 8681611014
76767 PHILLIPS LONG ISLAND ICED TEA 40 1.000 L 12 6.27 75.24 8711603662
76768 PHILLIPS LONG ISLAND ICED TEA 40 1.750 L 6 11.23 67.38 8711603664
76777 PHILLIPS MARGARITA BLEND 40 1.000 L 12 3.77 45.24 8711603660
76798 PHILLIPS RASPBERRY LONG ISLAND ICED TEA 40 1.750 L 6 11.23 67.38 8711603668
63528 SALVADOR'S MARGARITA PET 30 1.750 L 6 8.79 52.74 8954033162
63520 SAUZA READY TO DRINK MARGARITA PET 25 1.750 L 6 9.55 57.30 8242243371
63586 SEAGRAMS GIN & JUICE 40 .750 L 12 6.85 82.20 8700000692
63619 SEAGRAMS GIN & JUICE BLUE BEAST 40 .750 L 12 6.85 82.20 8700000006
63636 SEAGRAMS GIN & JUICE RED BLAST 40 .750 L 12 6.85 82.20 8700000220
63788 TGI FRIDAYS MARGARITA 25 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8200015764
63755 TGI FRIDAYS MUDSLIDE 25 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8200015770
63594 TGI FRIDAYS ORANGE DREAM 25 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8200071781
63798 TGI FRIDAYS PINA COLADA 25 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8200015765
63808 TGI FRIDAYS STRAWBERRY DAIQUIRI 25 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8200015766
63775 TGIF BLENDERS AMARETTO MUDSLIDE 25 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8200072330
63835 TGIF BLENDERS VANILLA CARMEL SWIRL 25 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8200072326
63550 TGIF ON THE ROCKS LONG ISLAND ICE TEA 30 .750 L 12 5.19 62.28 8200072296
63750 TGIF ON THE ROCKS MARGARITA 15 .750 L 12 5.19 62.28 8200072297
63825 TGIF ON THE ROCKS MUDSLIDE 20 .750 L 12 5.19 62.28 8200070708
63792 TGIF ON THE ROCKS PINA COLADA 20 .750 L 12 5.19 62.28 8200072299
63894 TGIF ON THE ROCKS WHITE RUSSIAN 25 .750 L 12 5.19 62.28 8200072301
63734 TGIF STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE 25 1.750 L 6 11.19 67.14 8200070992
71530 TOOTERS ALA BAMA SLAMA 30 .750 L 6 11.50 69.00 6231712070
72449 TOOTERS BLU-DACIOUS KAMIKAZI 30 .750 L 6 11.50 69.00 6231712007
2520 TOOTERS PARTY PACK 30 .200 L 30 3.03 90.90 6231710014
77265 TOOTERS RED-DICULOUS ON THE BEACH 30 .750 L 6 11.50 69.00 6231712021
CORDIALS & LIQUEURS
AMERICAN AMARETTO
73986 AMARETTO DI AMORE CLASSICO 42 .750 L 12 8.99 107.88 8292839982
71886 AMARETTO E DOLCE 42 .750 L 12 4.93 59.16 8284458251
71887 AMARETTO E DOLCE 48 1.000 L 12 5.63 67.56 8284458250
71916 ARROW AMARETTO 50 .750 L 12 5.54 66.48 8835211857
76486 PARAMOUNT AMARETTO 50 .750 L 12 4.99 59.88 8681610034
76487 PARAMOUNT AMARETTO 50 1.000 L 12 5.99 71.88 8681660093
76488 PARAMOUNT AMARETTO 50 1.750 L 6 11.75 70.50 8681610032
77136 RASPBERRY DI AMORE 33 .750 L 12 8.99 107.88 8292827805
77246 REGENCY DA VINCI AMARETTO 56 .750 L 12 4.93 59.16 8484870137
77247 REGENCY DA VINCI AMARETTO 80 1.000 L 12 5.88 70.56 8484870127
77476 TRAVE AMARETTO 42 .750 L 12 5.83 69.96 8068620040
IMPORTED AMARETTO
64136 AMARETTO DI SARONNO 56 .750 L 12 17.64 211.68 5003701450
ANISETTE
85316 PARAMOUNT ANISETTE 50 .750 L 12 6.79 81.48 8681610054
COFFEE LIQUEURS
72816 CAFFE LOLITA COFFEE LIQUEUR 48 .750 L 12 7.58 90.96 8835210533
73136 CHILA COFFEE LIQUEUR 48 .750 L 12 7.49 89.88 8193205329
67426 COPA DE ORO MEXICAN COFFEE 48 .750 L 12 7.94 95.28 9674900320
67521 KAHLUA COFFEE LIQUEUR 53 .604 L 10 15.38 153.80 8954012274
67524 KAHLUA COFFEE LIQUEUR 53 .375 L 24 9.27 222.48 8954014563
67526 KAHLUA COFFEE LIQUEUR 40 .750 L 12 15.99 191.88 8954012271
67527 KAHLUA COFFEE LIQUEUR 40 1.000 L 12 22.24 266.88 8954012270
67528 KAHLUA COFFEE LIQUEUR 40 1.750 L 6 31.19 187.14 8954012269
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67556 KAMORA COFFEE LIQUEUR 40 .750 L 12 9.59 115.08 8068625040
67557 KAMORA COFFEE LIQUEUR 40 1.000 L 12 11.19 134.28 8068625020
67586 KAPALI COFFEE LIQUEUR 53 .750 L 12 8.19 98.28 8970800520
67600 KARIMBA COFFEE LIQUEUR 53 .750 L 6 9.99 59.94 8681655054
67706 SABROSO COFFEE LIQUEUR 48 .750 L 12 7.19 86.28 8066067125
67708 SABROSO COFFEE LIQUEUR 48 1.750 L 6 16.24 97.44 8066067121
67806 TIA MARIA COFFEE LIQUEUR 53 .750 L 12 17.70 212.40 8242219012
CREAM LIQUEURS
67866 AMARULA FRUIT CREAM LIQUEUR 34 .750 L 12 18.59 223.08 8330004872
80016 AUNT BEA'S BUTTERSCOTCH CREAM LIQUEUR 30 .750 L 12 8.39 100.68 8193205258
68031 BAILEY'S ORIGINAL IRISH CREAM 34 1.006 L 4 32.18 128.72 8676721012
68034 BAILEY'S ORIGINAL IRISH CREAM 34 .375 L 12 10.66 127.92 8676721009
68036 BAILEY'S ORIGINAL IRISH CREAM 34 .750 L 12 17.67 212.04 8676721006
68037 BAILEY'S ORIGINAL IRISH CREAM 34 1.000 L 12 22.47 269.64 8676721004
68038 BAILEY'S ORIGINAL IRISH CREAM 34 1.750 L 6 37.03 222.18 8676721002
72376 BAJA LUNA BLACK RASPBERRY 30 .750 L 12 13.19 158.28 8970830642
72386 BAJA ROSA STRAWBERRY LIQUEUR 34 .750 L 12 13.19 158.28 8970800115
72396 BAJA TANGO 30 .750 L 12 13.19 158.28 8970830742
68126 CAROLAN'S IRISH CREAM LIQUEUR 34 .750 L 12 11.99 143.88 8954018732
68127 CAROLAN'S IRISH CREAM LIQUEUR 34 1.000 L 12 16.55 198.60 8954018731
80051 CHRISTIAN BROTHERS AMBER CREAM 34 .503 L 12 8.11 97.32 8603681572
80056 CHRISTIAN BROTHERS AMBER CREAM 34 .750 L 12 8.79 105.48 8603681571
68186 CRUZAN RUM CREAM 34 .750 L 12 12.74 152.88 8901600493
80136 E & J CASK & CREAM 34 .750 L 12 8.79 105.48 0000853960
68306 EMMETS IRISH CREAM LIQUEUR 34 .750 L 12 9.53 114.36 8676724016
68446 GIORI LEMON CREAM 34 .750 L 12 15.12 181.44 2189378916
80300 JUST DESSERTS CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE 25 .750 L 12 14.24 170.88 8366486613
80297 JUST DESSERTS CREME BRULEE 25 .750 L 12 14.24 170.88 8366486614
80303 JUST DESSERTS THIN MINT CHOCOLATE CREAM 25 .750 L 12 14.24 170.88 8366486831
68556 KE KE BEACH LIQUEUR 30 .750 L 12 16.39 196.68 8559211934
68611 MC CORMICK'S IRISH CREAM 34 .750 L 12 9.49 113.88 8559211704
80326 MC GUIRES ORIGINAL CREAM LIQUEUR 34 .750 L 12 8.29 99.48 8193205350
76436 OLD ST. NICK'S EGG NOG 25 .750 L 12 4.99 59.88 8193205274
80406 PAUL MASSON CREAM LIQUEUR CHOCOLATE HAZELNUT 34 .750 L 12 11.99 143.88 2129604628
80416 PAUL MASSON CREAM LIQUEUR MOCHA CARAMEL 34 .750 L 12 11.99 143.88 2129604627
61616 PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH EGG NOG 29 .750 L 12 5.85 70.20 8438036094
80456 RYAN'S CREAM LIQUEUR 34 .750 L 12 8.99 107.88 8284458043
80457 RYAN'S CREAM LIQUEUR 34 1.000 L 12 9.79 117.48 8284458042
80458 RYAN'S CREAM LIQUEUR 34 1.750 L 6 15.89 95.34 8284400023
80460 SAN FRANCISCO COOKIES'N CREAM LIQUEUR 25 .750 L 12 8.43 101.16 8970800391
68842 ST. BRENDAN'S SUPERIOR IRISH CREAM LIQUEUR 34 1.000 L 12 13.31 159.72 8835211508
68846 ST. BRENDAN'S SUPERIOR IRISH CREAM LIQUEUR 34 .750 L 12 11.01 132.12 8835210726
65199 TEQUILA ROSE LIQUEUR 30 1.000 L 12 17.99 215.88 8559212103
65200 TEQUILA ROSE LIQUEUR 30 .750 L 12 16.39 196.68 8559212104
65202 TEQUILA ROSE LIQUEUR 30 .503 L 12 9.95 119.40 8559212108
CREME DE ALMOND
79966 ARROW CREME DE ALMOND 42 .750 L 12 6.11 73.32 8835211868
80396 PARAMOUNT CREME DE ALMOND 50 .750 L 12 6.46 77.52 8681610014
DARK CREME DE CACAO
78036 ARROW CREME DE CACAO BROWN 35 .750 L 12 6.11 73.32 8835211872
78456 PARAMOUNT CREME DE CACAO DARK 50 .750 L 12 6.46 77.52 8681610094
WHITE CREME DE CACAO
78616 ARROW CREME DE CACAO WHITE 35 .750 L 12 6.11 73.32 8835211871
78866 PARAMOUNT CREME DE CACAO WHITE 50 .750 L 12 6.46 77.52 8681610114
GREEN CREME DE MENTHE
79026 ARROW CREME DE MENTHE GREEN 35 .750 L 12 6.11 73.32 8835211874
79336 PARAMOUNT CREME DE MENTHE GREEN 50 .750 L 12 6.46 77.52 8681610154
WHITE CREME DE MENTHE
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79816 PARAMOUNT CREME DE MENTHE WHITE 50 .750 L 12 6.46 77.52 8681610174
PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS
80571 ARROW PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 60 .503 L 12 6.43 77.16 8835211753
80574 ARROW PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 54 .375 L 24 3.36 80.64 8835211903
80576 ARROW PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 54 .750 L 12 5.91 70.92 8835211885
80577 ARROW PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 54 1.000 L 12 6.01 72.12 8835211848
80578 ARROW PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 54 1.750 L 6 10.49 62.94 8835211825
80600 ARROW PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS TO GO 54 .750 L 12 5.91 70.92 8835211929
81180 BOSTON PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 4.39 52.68 8900000472
80686 DEKUYPER PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 60 .750 L 12 5.49 65.88 8068635340
80687 DEKUYPER PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 60 1.000 L 12 6.74 80.88 8068635320
80706 DEKUYPER PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS TRAVELER 60 .750 L 12 5.49 65.88 8068635343
80821 ICE 101, PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 101 .604 L 10 13.12 131.20 8970800354
80826 ICE 101, PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 101 .750 L 12 12.99 155.88 8970800351
80827 ICE 101, PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 101 1.000 L 12 13.43 161.16 8970800350
83370 ICE HOLE MINT SCHNAPPS 75 .750 L 12 7.69 92.28 8711603560
81204 PARAMOUNT PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 50 .375 L 12 3.36 40.32 8681610199
81206 PARAMOUNT PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 50 .750 L 12 5.25 63.00 8681610194
81207 PARAMOUNT PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 50 1.000 L 12 5.97 71.64 8681610193
81208 PARAMOUNT PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 50 1.750 L 6 10.44 62.64 8681610192
81196 PARAMOUNT PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS TRAVELER 50 .750 L 12 5.25 63.00 8681610184
81227 PHILLIPS PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 60 1.000 L 12 7.18 86.16 8711604862
81373 SCHRANCK'S PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 60 .200 L 48 1.55 74.40 8193200372
81406 THUNDER 101 PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 101 .750 L 12 9.58 114.96 8681611134
APPLE SCHNAPPS
84159 99 APPLES 99 .750 L 12 13.50 162.00 8900011835
82604 DEKUYPER SOUR APPLE PUCKER 30 .375 L 24 4.27 102.48 8068639560
82606 DEKUYPER SOUR APPLE PUCKER 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068639540
82607 DEKUYPER SOUR APPLE PUCKER 30 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068639520
82608 DEKUYPER SOUR APPLE PUCKER 30 1.750 L 6 15.75 94.50 8068639510
82601 DEKUYPER SOUR APPLE PUCKER MINI 30 .503 L 12 7.60 91.20 8068639590
82605 DEKUYPER SOUR APPLE PUCKER TRAVELER 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068639543
83910 MAUI SOUR APPLE SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 5.37 64.44 8970802543
84410 OLD GRANNY APPLE SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 6.49 77.88 8970804542
84710 PARAMOUNT SOUR APPLE SCHNAPPS 43 1.000 L 12 6.51 78.12 8681611093
BUTTERSCOTCH SCHNAPPS
81966 ARROW MCDALE'S BUTTERSCOTCH SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 5.91 70.92 8835211865
82236 BARON VON SCHEUTERS BUTTERSCOTCH SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 5.29 63.48 8068624140
82707 CALIFORNIA BUTTERSCOTCH SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 6.19 74.28 8970800453
82784 DEKUYPER BUTTERSHOTS SCHNAPPS 30 .375 L 24 4.27 102.48 8068631960
82786 DEKUYPER BUTTERSHOTS SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068631940
82787 DEKUYPER BUTTERSHOTS SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068631920
82780 DEKUYPER BUTTERSHOTS SCHNAPPS TRAVELER 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068631943
84486 PARAMOUNT BUTTERSCOTCH SCHNAPPS 45 .750 L 12 5.89 70.68 8681610694
CINNAMON SCHNAPPS
71441 AFTER SHOCK CINNAMON LIQUEUR 80 .503 L 6 21.50 129.00 8068628190
71446 AFTER SHOCK CINNAMON LIQUEUR 80 .750 L 12 15.99 191.88 8068628140
82016 ARROW CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 48 .750 L 12 5.91 70.92 8835211866
82872 DEKUYPER HOT DAMN HOT CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 48 1.750 L 6 15.75 94.50 8068634210
82874 DEKUYPER HOT DAMN HOT CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 48 .375 L 24 4.27 102.48 8068634260
82876 DEKUYPER HOT DAMN HOT CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 48 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068634240
82877 DEKUYPER HOT DAMN HOT CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 48 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068634220
82879 DEKUYPER HOT DAMN HOT CINNAMON TRAVELER 48 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068634243
82881 DEKUYPER HOT DAMN! 100 CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 100 .750 L 12 10.15 121.80 8068637440
82951 FIREWATER CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 100 .604 L 10 13.12 131.20 8970800102
82956 FIREWATER CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 100 .750 L 12 12.99 155.88 8970800015
82957 FIREWATER CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 100 1.000 L 12 13.43 161.16 8970800048
82926 GOLD RUSH LIQUEUR 76 .750 L 12 11.55 138.60 8970800275
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GRAPE SCHNAPPS
82636 DEKUYPER GRAPE PUCKER SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068639340
82637 DEKUYPER GRAPE PUCKER SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068639320
LEMONADE SCHNAPPS
82218 BAHAMA MAMA LEMONADE SCHNAPPS 20 .750 L 12 4.15 49.80 8681621074
PEACH SCHNAPPS
82126 ARROW PEACH SCHNAPPS 34 .750 L 12 5.91 70.92 8835211884
82127 ARROW PEACH SCHNAPPS 34 1.000 L 12 6.52 78.24 8835211847
82587 CALIFORNIA PEACH SCHNAPPS 42 1.000 L 12 5.80 69.60 8284400053
82696 COLONIAL CLUB PEACH SCHNAPPS 42 .750 L 12 4.75 57.00 8681620894
82657 DEKUYPER PEACH PUCKER 30 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068639720
82841 DEKUYPER PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS 30 .503 L 12 7.62 91.44 8068636590
82844 DEKUYPER PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS 30 .375 L 24 4.27 102.48 8068636560
82846 DEKUYPER PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068636540
82847 DEKUYPER PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068636520
82848 DEKUYPER PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS 30 1.750 L 6 15.75 94.50 8068636510
82840 DEKUYPER PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS TRAVELER 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068636543
84456 PARAMOUNT PEACH SCHNAPPS 44 .750 L 12 5.89 70.68 8681610654
84457 PARAMOUNT PEACH SCHNAPPS 44 1.000 L 12 6.91 82.92 8681610653
84830 SCHRANCK'S PEACH SCHNAPPS 27 1.000 L 12 5.50 66.00 8193200354
RASPBERRY SCHNAPPS
82147 ARROW ORIGINAL RASPBERRY SCHNAPPS 40 1.000 L 12 6.52 78.24 8835211849
82146 ARROW RASPBERRY SCHNAPPS 40 .750 L 12 5.91 70.92 8835211886
82717 CALIFORNIA RASPBERRY SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 6.19 74.28 8970800457
82836 DEKUYPER RASPBERRY PUCKER 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068639840
82837 DEKUYPER RASPBERRY PUCKER 30 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068639820
ROOT BEER SCHNAPPS
82826 DEKUYPER OLD TAVERN ROOTBEER SCHNAPPS 45 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068634740
82827 DEKUYPER OLD TAVERN ROOTBEER SCHNAPPS 45 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068634720
84616 PHILLIPS ROOT BEER SCHNAPPS 41 .750 L 12 5.79 69.48 8711603156
84617 PHILLIPS ROOT BEER SCHNAPPS 41 1.000 L 12 7.18 86.16 8711603461
84880 SCHRANCK'S ROOT BEER SCHNAPPS 27 .750 L 12 4.85 58.20 8193200388
84881 SCHRANCK'S ROOT BEER SCHNAPPS 27 1.000 L 12 5.50 66.00 8193200387
SPEARMINT SCHNAPPS
82186 ARROW SPEARMINT SCHNAPPS 54 .750 L 12 5.91 70.92 8835211888
82187 ARROW SPEARMINT SCHNAPPS 54 1.000 L 12 6.52 78.24 8835211852
82656 DEKUYPER PEACH PUCKER 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068639740
STRAWBERRY SCHNAPPS
82816 DEKUYPER STRAWBERRY SCHNAPPS 48 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068634640
84496 PARAMOUNT STRAWBERRY SCHNAPPS 44 .750 L 12 5.89 70.68 8681610534
84906 SCHRANCK'S STRAWBERRY SCHNAPPS 42 .750 L 12 4.85 58.20 8193200534
TROPICAL FRUIT SCHNAPPS
82220 BAHAMA MAMA TROPICAL SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 4.15 49.80 8681621034
82851 DEKUYPER ISLAND BLUE PUCKER 30 .503 L 12 4.00 48.00 8068634090
82856 DEKUYPER ISLAND BLUE PUCKER 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068634040
82890 DEKUYPER TROPICAL PINEAPPLE SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068638720
82891 DEKUYPER TROPICAL PINEAPPLE SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068638740
83906 MAUI BLUE HAWAIIAN SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 5.37 64.44 8970800336
83907 MAUI BLUE HAWAIIAN SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 6.68 80.16 8970800335
83926 MAUI TROPICAL SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 5.37 64.44 8970800244
83927 MAUI TROPICAL SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 6.68 80.16 8970800340
WATERMELON SCHNAPPS
82830 DEKUYPER MAD MELON WATERMELON SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068639240
82866 DEKUYPER WATERMELON PUCKER 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068639640
82867 DEKUYPER WATERMELON PUCKER 30 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068639620
82865 DEKUYPER WATERMELON PUCKER TRAVELER 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068639643
MISCELLANEOUS SCHNAPPS
84170 99 BANANA'S BANANA SCHNAPPS 99 .750 L 12 13.50 162.00 8066062005
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73516 DEKUYPER CACTUS JUICE SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 8.63 103.56 8068632240
73517 DEKUYPER CACTUS JUICE SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 9.66 115.92 8068632220
82624 DEKUYPER CHERI BERI PUCKER 30 .375 L 24 4.27 102.48 8068639460
82621 DEKUYPER CHERI BERI PUCKER SCHNAPPS 30 .503 L 12 7.60 91.20 8068639490
82626 DEKUYPER CHERI BERI PUCKER SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068639440
82627 DEKUYPER CHERI BERI PUCKER SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068639420
82757 DEKUYPER CRANTASIA SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068633120
82756 DEKUYPER CRANTASSIA SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068633140
82856 DEKUYPER ISLAND BLUE PUCKER 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068634040
82851 DEKUYPER ISLAND BLUE PUCKER 30 .500 L 12 4.00 48.00 8068634090
82898 DEKUYPER WILDERBERRY SCHNAPPS 30 1.000 L 12 9.29 111.48 8068636920
82899 DEKUYPER WILDERBERRY SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068636940
82910 FIRE & ICE 69 .750 L 12 8.99 107.88 8970800303
84407 GRANNY'S APPLE CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 6.49 77.88 8970804543
83940 MAUI KIWI STRAWBERRY SCHNAPPS 30 .750 L 12 5.37 64.44 8970800023
84981 WHITE FANG CINNAMON/PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS PET 34 .750 L 12 11.25 135.00 8410410150
67296 YUKON JACK PERMA FROST SCHNAPPS 100 .750 L 12 12.31 147.72 8200012487
IMPORTED SCHNAPPS
69587 BLACK HAUS BLACKBERRY SCHNAPPS 80 1.000 L 12 20.79 249.48 8676781004
64866 DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S FIREBALL SCHNAPPS 66 .750 L 12 10.68 128.16 8800414468
64867 DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S FIREBALL SCHNAPPS 66 1.000 L 12 13.68 164.16 8800414467
69654 DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S MENTHOLMINT SCHNAPPS 48 .375 L 24 6.71 161.04 8800414406
69656 DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S MENTHOLMINT SCHNAPPS 48 .750 L 12 10.68 128.16 8800414404
69657 DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S MENTHOLMINT SCHNAPPS 48 1.000 L 12 13.68 164.16 8800414403
69650 DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S MENTHOLMINT SCHNAPPS PET 48 .750 L 12 10.68 128.16 8800414444
69664 DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S VANILLA SCHNAPPS 48 .375 L 24 6.71 161.04 8800414456
69666 DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S VANILLA SCHNAPPS 48 .750 L 12 10.68 128.16 8800414454
69667 DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S VANILLA SCHNAPPS 48 1.000 L 12 13.68 164.16 8800414453
69669 DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S VANILLA SCHNAPPS PET 48 .750 L 12 10.68 128.16 8800414434
65061 GOLDSCHLAGER CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 87 .604 L 10 20.60 206.00 8676750012
65065 GOLDSCHLAGER CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 87 .375 L 12 9.56 114.72 8676770075
65066 GOLDSCHLAGER CINNAMON SCHNAPPS 87 .750 L 12 16.45 197.40 8676750006
69941 RUMPLE MINZE PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS LIQUEUR 100 .805 L 8 30.17 241.36 8676752022
69945 RUMPLE MINZE PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS LIQUEUR 100 .375 L 12 8.67 104.04 8676770065
69946 RUMPLE MINZE PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS LIQUEUR 100 .750 L 12 16.79 201.48 8676752006
69947 RUMPLE MINZE PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS LIQUEUR 100 1.000 L 12 20.87 250.44 8676752004
TRIPLE SEC
85897 ARROW TRIPLE SEC 30 1.000 L 12 3.47 41.64 8835211856
85987 BOLS TRIPLE SEC 30 1.000 L 12 3.45 41.40 8091503918
86028 CHATEAUX TRIPLE SEC 48 1.750 L 6 10.30 61.80 8068622110
86112 DEKUYPER TRIPLE SEC 30 1.000 L 12 3.45 41.40 8068638120
86250 JUAREZ TRIPLE SEC 30 .750 L 12 3.51 42.12 8835211007
86251 JUAREZ TRIPLE SEC 30 1.000 L 12 3.27 39.24 8835210998
86310 LA PRIMA TRIPLE SEC 30 1.000 L 12 3.35 40.20 8681665203
86390 MONTEZUMA TRIPLE SEC 30 1.000 L 12 3.20 38.40 8066065013
86506 PARAMOUNT TRIPLE SEC 50 .750 L 12 4.92 59.04 8681610274
86507 PARAMOUNT TRIPLE SEC 50 1.000 L 12 5.56 66.72 8681610273
86637 TORTILLA TRIPLE SEC 27 1.000 L 12 3.55 42.60 8193206952
ROCK & RYE
85796 MR. BOSTON ROCK & RYE 54 .750 L 12 7.39 88.68 8900001358
85806 PARAMOUNT ROCK & RYE 50 .750 L 12 7.01 84.12 8681610214
WHISKEY LIQUEUR
65186 IRISH MIST LIQUEUR 70 .750 L 12 17.59 211.08 8954018939
86666 JEREMIAH WEED 100PRF BOURBON LIQUEUR 100 .750 L 12 9.64 115.68 8200015484
86881 SOUTHERN COMFORT 76 .503 L 12 9.11 109.32 8854401918
86883 SOUTHERN COMFORT 70 .200 L 48 3.22 154.56 8854401916
86884 SOUTHERN COMFORT 70 .375 L 24 5.76 138.24 8854401913
86886 SOUTHERN COMFORT 70 .750 L 12 10.86 130.32 8854401905
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86888 SOUTHERN COMFORT 70 1.750 L 6 22.39 134.34 8854401891
86916 SOUTHERN COMFORT 100PRF 100 .750 L 12 12.74 152.88 8854401815
86885 SOUTHERN COMFORT PET 70 .750 L 12 10.86 130.32 8854401431
86796 SOUTHERN HOST WHISKEY LIQUEUR 100 .750 L 12 6.88 82.56 9674921388
86936 TATLER SCOTCH LIQUEUR 80 .750 L 12 11.48 137.76 8681655834
77766 WILD TURKEY HONEY LIQUEUR 60 .750 L 12 15.85 190.20 8043256017
67264 YUKON JACK CANADIAN LIQUEUR 100 .375 L 24 7.03 168.72 8200012538
67266 YUKON JACK CANADIAN LIQUEUR 100 .750 L 12 12.81 153.72 8200012525
67267 YUKON JACK CANADIAN LIQUEUR 100 1.000 L 12 16.81 201.72 8200012504
DISTILLED SPIRITS SPECIALTY
75087 JUAREZ GOLD DSS 80 1.000 L 12 6.95 83.40 8835211951
76227 MONTEZUMA BLUE TEQUILA BLEND 80 1.000 L 12 7.05 84.60 8066035203
76228 MONTEZUMA BLUE TEQUILA BLEND 80 1.750 L 6 13.24 79.44 8066035201
77487 TORTILLA GOLD DSS 80 1.000 L 12 7.03 84.36 8193267826
77497 TORTILLA SILVER DSS 80 1.000 L 12 7.03 84.36 8193267426
CORDIALS & LIQUEURS - MISC. AMERICAN
79986 ARROW CREME DE CASSIS 35 .750 L 12 6.11 73.32 8835211870
72436 BLACK DUCK CRANBERRY LIQUEUR 25 .750 L 6 8.25 49.50 8681655134
85516 BOLS BLUE CURACAO 60 .750 L 12 7.50 90.00 8091503744
72516 BOLS CREME DE BANANA 50 .750 L 12 7.50 90.00 8091503507
72620 BOLS MANGO SMASH 30 .750 L 12 7.50 90.00 8091503328
73586 DEKUYPER HAZELNUT LIQUEUR 56 .750 L 12 8.63 103.56 8068634140
73526 DEKUYPER MELON LIQUEUR 46 .750 L 12 8.29 99.48 8068634540
73456 DEKUYPER RAZZMATAZZ LIQUEUR 33 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068635640
77355 DEKUYPER SAN TROPIQUE. 42 1.000 L 12 9.77 117.24 8068635920
73530 DEKUYPER THRILLA VANILLA FRENCH VANILLA LIQ 30 .750 L 12 8.25 99.00 8068639140
74446 FRUJA MANGO 30 .750 L 12 4.89 58.68 8954044867
74456 FRUJA RASPBERRY 30 .750 L 12 4.89 58.68 8954044861
74466 FRUJA TANGERINE 30 .750 L 12 4.89 58.68 8954044864
74086 GODIVA LIQUEUR 34 .750 L 12 23.03 276.36 8700000311
74165 GRAND MURIEL ORANGE LIQUEUR 80 .750 L 6 16.76 100.56 8681660844
76336 NEAPOLITAN LIQUEUR 70 .750 L 12 7.43 89.16 8193205255
76496 PARAMOUNT BANANA LIQUEUR 50 .750 L 12 7.49 89.88 8681610074
85606 PARAMOUNT BLUE CURACAO 30 .750 L 12 4.59 55.08 8681610144
76526 PARAMOUNT MELON LIQUEUR 44 .750 L 12 7.49 89.88 8681610414
CORDIALS & LIQUEURS - MISC. IMPORTED
64040 AALBORG AKVAVIT DANISH LIQUEUR 80 .750 L 12 13.49 161.88 8068625140
57001 ALIZE DE FRANCE 32 .375 L 24 8.17 196.08 8469220095
57002 ALIZE DE FRANCE (PASSION FRUIT/COGNAC) 32 .750 L 12 15.14 181.68 8469220094
56990 ALIZE RED PASSION 32 .750 L 12 15.14 181.68 8469220114
56992 ALIZE RED PASSION 32 .375 L 24 8.17 196.08 8469220175
56996 ALIZE WILD PASSION 32 .750 L 12 15.14 181.68 8469220404
64336 B & B LIQUEUR D.O.M. 80 .750 L 12 25.60 307.20 8048054540
64356 BARENJAGER IMP HONEY LIQUEUR 70 .750 L 12 18.68 224.16 8308950000
64416 BENEDICTINE LIQUEUR D.O.M. 80 .750 L 12 25.60 307.20 8048055540
64636 CAMPARI ITALIAN APERITIVO 48 .750 L 12 18.13 217.56 8676335006
64676 CHAMBORD LIQUEUR ROYALE DE FRANCE 33 .750 L 12 21.55 258.60 8438042004
64776 COINTREAU LIQUEUR 80 .750 L 12 30.20 362.40 8723656510
64876 DRAMBUIE SCOTCH LIQUEUR 80 .750 L 12 27.98 335.76 8954012854
64880 DRAMBUIE SCOTCH LIQUEUR 80 .375 L 12 14.72 176.64 8954014106
64995 FRANGELICO LIQUEUR 48 .375 L 12 11.19 134.28 8366437138
64996 FRANGELICO LIQUEUR 48 .750 L 12 18.39 220.68 8366437134
65474 GALLIANO LIQUEUR 60 .375 L 24 13.47 323.28 8723605031
65476 GALLIANO LIQUEUR 60 .750 L 12 25.82 309.84 8723605005
65121 GRAND MARNIER CORDON ROUGE 80 .604 L 10 34.43 344.30 8811093106
65124 GRAND MARNIER CORDON ROUGE 80 .375 L 24 17.57 421.68 8811093104
65126 GRAND MARNIER CORDON ROUGE 80 .750 L 12 29.82 357.84 8811093103
65127 GRAND MARNIER CORDON ROUGE 80 1.000 L 12 37.19 446.28 8811093102
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65195 HPNOTIQ 34 .750 L 6 19.99 119.94 3604001106
65251 JAGERMEISTER LIQUEUR 70 1.207 L 5 38.45 192.25 8308966010
65254 JAGERMEISTER LIQUEUR 70 .375 L 24 8.75 210.00 8308966035
65256 JAGERMEISTER LIQUEUR 70 .750 L 12 16.31 195.72 8308952400
65257 JAGERMEISTER LIQUEUR 70 1.000 L 12 20.99 251.88 8308966015
65258 JAGERMEISTER LIQUEUR 70 1.750 L 6 36.39 218.34 8308966017
65896 METAXA OUZO 80 .750 L 12 12.67 152.04 8144056806
67006 MIDORI MELON LIQUEUR 42 .750 L 12 15.99 191.88 8885700330
66186 PERNOD ANISE LIQUEUR 80 .750 L 12 19.85 238.20 8043229167
67686 PETER HEERING CHERRY LIQUEUR 48 .750 L 12 14.16 169.92 8723606100
66324 REMY RED 32 .375 L 12 9.56 114.72 8723600225
66326 REMY RED 32 .750 L 12 15.24 182.88 8723600224
64816 ROMANA BLACK SAMBUCA 80 .750 L 12 17.68 212.16 8676722106
66636 ROMANA SAMBUCA ITALIAN LIQUORE 84 .750 L 12 17.68 212.16 8676722006
67186 TUACA LIQUEUR 70 .750 L 12 20.06 240.72 8954032234
ALCOHOL - AMERICAN
41833 EVERCLEAR ALCOHOL 190 .200 L 48 3.33 159.84 8835210005
41834 EVERCLEAR ALCOHOL 190 .375 L 24 5.87 140.88 8835210486
41836 EVERCLEAR ALCOHOL 190 .750 L 12 11.00 132.00 8835210003
41838 EVERCLEAR ALCOHOL 190 1.750 L 6 25.54 153.24 8835210001
ALE
904234 CHIMAY BLUE CAP ALE 14 .331 L 24 3.28 78.72 8170600003
904238 CHIMAY CINQ CENTS ALE 14 .750 L 12 6.74 80.88 8689102967
904240 CHIMAY GRAND RESERVE ALE 14 .750 L 12 7.53 90.36 8689102965
904236 CHIMAY PREMIERE ALE 14 .750 L 12 6.28 75.36 8170600004
904230 CHIMAY RED CAP ALE 14 .331 L 24 2.79 66.96 8170600001
904244 SAMUEL ADAMS TRIPLE BOCK ALE 35 .250 L 24 2.95 70.80 0000000000
DECANTERS & SPECIALTY PACKAGES
64001 ABSENTE GLASS & SPOON HOLIDAY PACK 80 .750L 6 32.50 195.00 8976821101
2676 B & B COFFEE PRESS PACK 80 .375L 6 13.46 80.76 8048054571
2680 B&B DOM GLASS SET 80 .750L 6 25.60 153.60 8048054542
1691 BACARDI LIMON GLASS COPACK 70 .750L 6 10.50 63.00 8048035541
1050 BALVENIE TRIO PACK 90 .150L 31 9.82 304.42 8366411224
1526 BEEFEATER GIN W/LIME JUICE 94 .750L 6 15.81 94.86 8954045391
2803 COPA DE ORO COFFEE HOLIDAY PACK 48 .750L 12 7.92 95.04 9674900320
1978 COURVOISIER VS DESIGNER BOTTLE 80 .750L 6 21.57 129.42 8954045227
1986 COURVOISIER VS W/2 HIGHBALL GLASSES 80 .750L 6 21.67 130.02 8954043390
1105 CUTTY FLASK PACK 80 .750L 6 17.43 104.58 2105905752
2576 DEKUYPER HOLIDAY STOCKING 2002 37 .200L 30 3.04 91.20 8068669490
2577 DEKUYPER SAMPLER PACK 30 1.127L 8 12.81 102.48 8068678860
2580 DEKUYPER WINTER SAMPLER PACK 46 1.127L 8 12.81 102.48 8068678760
1159 DEWAR'S WHITE MULTI TOOL PACK 80 1.750L 6 36.75 220.50 8048023017
3050 DR. MCGILLICUDDY'S MENTHOLMINT GIFT 48 .750L 6 10.68 64.08 8800414404
17950 EVAN WILLIAMS MASTER SELECT DECANTER 90 .750L 6 16.25 97.50 9674902199
1709 FINLANDIA W/BLOODY MARY TABASCO MIX 80 .750L 6 15.86 95.16 8112807329
3085 FRANGELICO GIFT 48 .375L 12 11.56 138.72 8366485318
893 GENTLEMAN JACK W/GLASSES 80 .750L 6 19.43 116.58 8218408304
889 GENTLEMAN JACK W/TIN 80 .750L 12 22.47 269.64 8218408388
3094 GIORI 4 BOTTLE CADDY GIFT 34 .805L 6 30.25 181.50 0000000000
1118 GLENFIDDICH CRYSTAL GIFT 80 .750L 6 27.03 162.18 8366484982
1785 GREY GOOSE LE CITRON ROCKS GLASS PACK 80 .750L 6 23.18 139.08 8308957020
941 JACK DANIELS 1914 GOLD MEDAL DECANTER 90 .750L 6 35.90 215.40 8218408642
930 JACK DANIELS BLACK LABEL 2X6 86 .750L 2 86.86 173.72 8218408386
952 JACK DANIELS FRANK BOBO GLASSES 86 .750L 6 18.38 110.28 8218408220
932 JACK DANIELS W/GRILLING SAUCE 86 .750L 6 14.57 87.42 8218408389
3136 JAGERMEISTER T-SHIRT PACKS 70 .750L 12 16.30 195.60 8308966095
1459 JAMESON IRISH WHY WITH ICE BUCKET 80 .750L 6 19.21 115.26 8043250017
441 JIM BEAM WITH HARD LEMONADE 80 1.750L 6 20.50 123.00 8068688910
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2227 PRESIDENTE WITH TWO GLASSES 80 .750L 6 11.24 67.44 8242243173
3512 SAUZA TRES GENERACIONES PLATA W/SHOT GLASSES 80 .750L 6 28.59 171.54 8242244710
1809 SKYY CITRUS W/COSMO MIX 70 1.750L 3 23.90 71.70 2105909176
2504 TARANTULA AZUL MIX CO-PACK 70 .750L 6 15.59 93.54 8559212004
3422 TUACA LIQUEUR W/MUG 70 .750L 6 19.38 116.28 8330004482
1747 VINCENT VAN GOGH VODKA GIFT SET 80 .750L 4 24.00 96.00 3382410654
1622 VOX VODKA HOLIDAY GIFT SET 80 .750L 6 23.99 143.94 8068694140
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